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Abstract
Firms seek competitive advantages either through cost leadership or product differentiation
strategies. Cost leadership may be achieved by shifting away from vertical integration (VI) to
vertical de-integration through outsourcing that often results in significant cost and flexibility
gains. Product differentiation can be achieved through new product introductions (NPI) that can
help firm enter new markets and meet changing consumer needs.
However, modern firms not only face pressure to be competitive, but also to be socially
responsible. As firms increasingly incorporate corporate social responsibility (CSR) in their
operations, a key question emerges about the effect of CSR on fundamental strategic decisions
related to vertical integration (VI) and new product introductions (NPI). The primary aim of this
thesis is to address this question. Toward that end, the thesis is divided into three main sections
described below.
First, it takes stock of the extant literature on VI, especially because this construct has
grown in numerous disparate directions that has led not only to conceptual ambiguity, but also
rendered a bewildering array of empirical findings. The first section of this thesis, therefore,
synthesizes VI literature before analyzing the effect of CSR on VI. In contrast, NPI -the other
construct used in this thesis- is relatively well understood and hence the NPI based empirical
section does not need a theoretical precursor.
The second section comprises an examination of the link between CSR and VI. Consistent
with transaction costs economics theory, panel data regression results show that higher CSR
performance is associated to higher VI. In other words, socially responsible firms tend to vertically
integrate, i.e., outsource less.
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The third section comprises the analysis of the link between CSR engagement and NPI. In
this section, I consider CSR as a multidimensional construct that bundles multiple and even
dissimilar activities together. Drawing on the knowledge based view of the firm, panel data
regression results show that while discretionary activities concerning environmental and social
engagement (labeled as informal CSR) directly and positively affect the rate of NPI, complianceoriented corporate governance activities (labeled as formal CSR) do not directly affect the rate of
NPI.
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Lay Summary
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices have become ubiquitous but we do not fully
understand know their implications for competitive strategies. This thesis aims to address this gap
in knowledge. Specifically, it examines the effect of CSR on how companies decide upon which
activities along the value chain (i.e., the vertical integration decision) and products/markets they
should be involved (i.e., new product introduction decisions). In terms of the vertical integration
(VI) decision, I find that higher CSR performance entails keeping upstream and downstream
activities under control which leads to higher levels of VI. In terms of the new product
introductions (NPI) decisions, higher levels of informal CSR activities improve employee
relations, which through knowledge retention leads to higher levels of NPI.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Strategic management scholars have long proposed that firms compete to seek competitive
advantages either through cost or product leadership (Porter, 1980). While subsequent scholarly
work has argued that these strategy types are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and that some
adaptation is necessary to better understand how modern firms compete in contemporary business
environments, the basic framework of generic strategies (i.e., cost leadership and product
leadership or ‘differentiation’) still remains relevant (Kim, Nam, & Stimpert, 2004; Panwar,
Nybakk, Hansen, & Pinkse, 2016).
In recent years, firms pursuing a cost-leadership strategy have increasingly turned to
vertical de-integration through outsourcing (Gereffi, Humphrey, & Sturgeon, 2005; Holcomb &
Hitt, 2007). The outsourcing of inputs and services that were previously produced in-house has
been a key strategic lever for many firms to reap significant cost and flexibility advantages
(Contractor, Kumar, Kundu, & Pedersen, 2010). In contrast, firms pursuing a differentiation
strategy have focused on speeding the introduction of new products that may help them establish
new markets, and meet changing consumer demands (Smith, Collins, & Clark, 2005). These two
pathways to competitiveness are illustrated in Figure 1-1.
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Cost
Leadership
Key strategic lever:
vertical integration
/ outsourcing

Product
Leadership
Key strategic lever:
new product
introductions

Figure 1-1 Pathways to Competitiveness

At the same time, the paradigm defining competitiveness is shifting (Lister & Dauvergne,
2013). Corporate social responsibility (CSR) -defined as firms’ observable actions that consider a
broad set of stakeholders’ expectations including environmental, social and corporate governance
performance (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012; Wood, 1991)-, has become a globally adopted practice
(Wang, Tong, Takeuchi, & George, 2016). It is commonly suggested that firms’ posture toward
CSR demands affect their competitiveness, and even their ability to survive (Lubin & Esty, 2010).
Overall, CSR has emerged as a prevalent phenomenon among firms concerning their
response to evolving societal expectations on the role of business (Hendry, 2006). Firms are
nowadays expected to demonstrate greater accountability by complying with a new set of rules,
norms or codes of conduct (Griffin, 2016; Hoffman, 1999), such that their responsibility goes
beyond production and commercialization, and extends to involvement in their communities
community, and assume what were traditionally considered the role of the public sector (Smith &
Fischlein, 2010).While debate remains about firms’ underlying motivations for CSR engagement
(Garriga & Mele, 2004; Griffin & Prakash, 2014), there is a general consensus that it entails
2

integration of environmental, social, and corporate governance concerns into business operations.
As CSR fundamentally affects how a firm would conduct business, CSR potentially affects firms’
fundamental strategic decisions.
It is against this backdrop that the overall objective of the present work is to examine how
fundamental strategic decisions aimed at gaining competitive advantage by selecting the activities
along the value chain, as well as which product/markets a firm should pursue - that is, decisions
concerning a firm’s scope or boundary (Grant, 2006) - are affected by CSR. Specifically, this thesis
analyzes the effects of CSR on vertical integration (VI) and new product introduction (NPI)
decisions. Figure 1-2 provides an organizing framework of the thesis summarizing the research
objectives.

THESIS CHAPTERS

Overall Objective: To understand how CSR
affects fundamental strategic decisions
concerning VI and NPI
Objective 1: Systematic review of VI to
establish construct clarity and sythesize
literature
Objective 2: Examine the CSR – VI
link

Objective 3: Examine the CSR – NPI
link

Figure 1-2 Thesis Organizing Framework
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This thesis aims to bridge important knowledge gaps. On one hand, while CSR is
increasingly grounded in organizational protocols and dedicated corporate functions -often times,
with reporting lines into the very senior executives who also decide upon and outline the corporate
strategy (Baumann-Pauly, Wickert, Spence, & Scherer, 2013)-, the extent and the mechanisms by
which CSR engagement informs other competitively-oriented strategic decisions, has only been
partially addressed (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012).
On the other hand, whereas most of the empirical research on the strategic implications of
CSR has examined its effect on financial performance (e.g., Orlitzky, Schmidt, & Rynes, 2003;
Wang, Dou, & Jia, 2016), the examination of CSR as an antecedent of firm boundary decisions is
still in its infancy (Panwar et al., 2016). Furthermore, the present work enriches the theory of the
firm by assessing the differential impact of CSR on firm scope. After all, a comprehensive theory
of the firm that addresses why firms exist and what determines their scope (Hölmstrom & Tirole,
1989), should appropriately integrate their social responsibilities in a world that increasingly
demands more responsible and sustainable corporate behavior.
1.1

Thesis outline and organizing framework
The present thesis is made up of three core studies (chapters 2 ,3, and 4), appended with

this introduction (chapter 1) and conclusion (chapter 5) chapter. Thus, the thesis comprises 5
chapters.
Chapter 2 provides a systematic literature review of the scholarly work on VI within the
broader management field. Whereas recent scholarly efforts have already synthetized the acquis
of NPI and related innovation knowledge (e.g., Ahuja, Lampert, & Tandon, 2008; Anderson,
Potočnik, & Zhou, 2014; Crossan & Apaydin, 2010; Damanpour, 1991), it has not been the case
for VI research. Before analyzing how CSR affects VI, I thus offer a review of the literature on VI
4

that aims to both clarify prevalent conceptual ambiguities in extant research, as well as to
substantiate that the integration of CSR in the analysis of vertical boundaries is both novel and
evidence-based (Fink, 2014).
Subsequent to reviewing the VI literature, chapter 3 analyzes how CSR engagement affects
VI decisions. In so doing, I draw on two competing theoretical perspectives, namely, relational
governance (RG) (e.g., Husted, 1994, 2007; Jones, 1995) and transaction cost economics (TCE)
(e.g., Heide, Wathne, & Rokkan, 2007; Short, Toffel, & Hugill, 2016). The two offer conflicting
explanations about the link between CSR and VI. Amidst this theoretical dilemma, empirical
evidence is missing. Therefore, the second research objective is to reconcile such dilemma by
empirically examining whether and through what mechanisms CSR affects the level of VI.
Chapter 4 examines the link between CSR and NPI. In this study, I take a step further and
consider CSR as a multidimensional concept that bundles multiple dimensions and related
activities together (Hawn & Ioannou, 2016). Specifically, I define CSR as encompassing both
informal activities concerning the firm’s discretionary engagement in the social and environmental
domain, as well as formal activities that originate from compliance-oriented corporate governance
activities. I term them informal CSR and formal CSR respectively. Whereas the extant literature
has explored how CSR may affect product innovation broadly, we still have not developed a fuller
understanding of how specific CSR dimensions (i.e., informal and formal CSR) may affect the rate
of NPI. Chapter 4 thus aims to fill this gap by theorizing and empirically examining whether and
through which mechanisms CSR affects the rate of NPI.
Table 1-1 presents the methodological approach and the set of methods employed in each
of the three core studies that make up this research.

5

Chapter

Objective

Methodology

Methods

2

Construct
clarity Qualitative systematic Content analysis
around
VI
and literature review
literature synthesis

3

CSR-VI link

Quantitative

Panel data regression


4

CSR- NPI link

Quantitative

Ordinary least squares

Panel data regression


Negative
regression

binomial

Table 1-1 Methodology and Methods Employed
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Chapter 2: Vertical Integration in Management Research - An Integrative
Review
2.1

Synopsis
This chapter takes stock of the vertical integration (VI) literature in management guided

by the following research questions: (i) what are the dominant disciplinary, methodological, and
contextual orientations of VI research? (ii) what are the major theoretical lenses that underpin VI
research? (iii) how has VI been defined in the literature? (iv) what are the major emerging themes
in the literature and what have been the main findings? Results help in synthesizing the literature
that thus far has grown in disparate directions.
The review reveals three key insights. First, VI research has strong roots in strategic
management and has been most typically subjected to quantitative inquiry. Furthermore, it shows
a developed market focus. Second, the literature tends to coalesce around two main categories
rooted in the two most popular theoretical approaches deployed for the study of VI, namely,
transactional cost economics and the resource based view. Third, in terms of themes, the analysis
unraveled that the literature has considered VI a means to: (i) substitute and/or complement
relational contracts; (ii) cope with environmental dynamism; (iii) develop organizational
capabilities that would support a firm’s competitive advantage; and (iv) enact intra-firm
coordination. Each of these themes have been deemed to be underpinned by a specific VI
definition, and to focus on certain contexts or units of analysis (i.e., dyadic relationships,
individuals, intra-firm relationships).
The chapter concludes highlighting emerging and future research directions.
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2.2

Introduction
Vertical integration (VI), pertaining to a firm’s undertaking of the various activities that

make up a value chain, is a foundational concept within the theory of the firm, and thus received
substantial attention among management scholars (Brahm & Tarziján, 2016; Williamson, 2000).
While research on VI dates back to the late 1930’s with the work of Ronald Coase, it still continues.
Just since the turn of the century, 551 articles have been published in management journals that
are subscribed in the Web of Science™ database. Similarly, citation counts between 2000 and
November 2017 stand at 16,2331. Academic interest in VI has been steadily growing.
Such a steadfast interest has manifested in VI research being found in multiple disciplines,
as well as theoretical traditions. VI literature can situated within several disciplinary domains such
as strategy, marketing, international business, and corporate finance (Grant, 2006). Furthermore,
VI research spans through a myriad organizational issues; including inter-firm relationships, such
as buyer-supplier relationships (e.g., Espino-Rodríguez & Padrón-Robaina, 2006; Kedia &
Mukherjee, 2009; Lahiri, 2016); decisions upon how to organize human capital at the micro or
individual level (e.g., Hatch & Dyer, 2004; Lepak & Snell, 1999); as well as how to effect
coordination among different firm’s units to achieve organizational success (e.g., de Vries,
Hollenbeck, Davison, Walter, & van der Vegt, 2016; Joseph & Ocasio, 2012; Wu, 2015). The
manifold research approaches have thus led to not only to a conceptual ambiguity in the field, but
also to a bewildering array of empirical findings and theoretical claims.

1
Figures as of 27 November 2017. These exclude other document types (e.g., non-academic publications, books, book
chapters, etc.), as well as publications in other scientific disciplines.
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Given the divergence in conceptualization, operationalization, and empirical execution of
VI research, a coherent body of literature has not yet emerged. Moreover, due to the lack of
construct clarity, scholars may be limited in their ability to more effectively draw on the work of
others to re-evaluate extant theory and further strengthen the conceptual foundations of the field
(Suddaby, 2010). It is within this backdrop, that this chapter takes stock of the literature guided by
the following research questions: (i) what are the boundaries of the research field, that is, the
dominant disciplinary, methodological, and contextual orientations of VI research? (ii) what are
the major theoretical lenses that underpin VI research? (iii) how has VI been defined in the
literature? (iv) what are the major emerging themes in the literature and what have been the main
findings? Results shall help in synthesizing the literature that thus far has grown in disparate
directions.
This systematic review reveals three key insights. First, VI research has strong roots in
strategic management and has been most typically subjected to quantitative inquiry. Furthermore,
literature shows a developed market focus. The latter two insights relate to ways in which VI is
defined, and to the major phenomena to which it is applied (i.e., themes). As far as definitions are
concerned, the literature tends to coalesce around two main categories, rooted in the two most
popular theoretical approaches deployed for the study of VI, namely, transactional cost economics
(TCE) and the resource based view (RBV). In terms of themes, the analysis showed that the
literature has considered VI a means to: (i) substitute and/or complement relational contracts; (ii)
cope with environmental dynamism; (iii) develop organizational capabilities that would support a
firm’s competitive advantage; and (iv) enact intra-firm coordination. Each of these themes have
been deemed to be underpinned by a specific VI definition, as well as to focus on certain contexts
or units of analysis (i.e., inter-firm relationships, individuals, and intra-firm relationships).
9

The present review ultimately provides an organizing framework that connects the different
elements of the VI field. Starting off the theoretical underpinnings of VI research, I derive the
construct definitions most commonly used in the field. Around these major definitional categories,
I proceed to classify the literature by identifying major themes that, in turn, help in identifying
gaps for future research. In sum, this effort not only intends to clarify the ambiguity about VI that
emanates from a multiplicity of research approaches that characterize the extant literature, but also
aims to guide future inquiry so that VI knowledge may cumulate more systematically.
The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. First, I describe the methodology employed to
conduct the literature review. Second, I situate the field in terms of its disciplinary,
methodological, and contextual orientation. Third, I identify conceptual divergence in VI research
and key themes to organize the literature. Fourth, I pinpoint emerging research directions and put
forth suggestions for future research. Finally, I discuss my findings and conclude.
2.3

Method for Literature Review
The present review is conducted by selecting relevant literature in the field in a

reproducible manner such that minimizes partiality, and synthetizing results in a qualitative fashion
(Fink, 2014). The protocol followed for the present work has been modelled on similar reviews
published in leading management journals (e.g., Aguinis & Glavas, 2012; Micelotta, Lounsbury,
& Greenwood, 2017; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008; Zott et al., 2011). The methodology entails three
main stages -sampling, coding, and analysis -, which are described below.
2.3.1

Sampling
I minimize the subjectivity in article selection by relying on a pre-defined selection

algorithm. In order to capture the breadth of the field, I draw from the Web of Science™ database,
a leading source of scholarly research data. Web of Science Social Sciences Citation Index
10

constitutes one of the most comprehensive repositories of peer-reviewed journals in social
sciences. The feature of citation counts allows triage of a large pool of articles based on an
objective measure of influence2.
The search was run using “vertical* integrat*” as the overarching search algorithm;
document type ‘article’ and ‘review’ (but not book review); and language ‘English’. The algorithm
includes the family of stemmed words (e.g.: vertical integration, vertically integrated, vertically
integrate, vertically integrated) that were used as the selection criteria for the topic in papers titles,
keywords, and abstracts. Search was restricted to the subject areas of ‘business’ and
‘management’; yet unrestricted in terms of years and management journals. Results cover all
research complying with the former criteria published as of 10 May 2017.
In building the sample, a grouping strategy similar to Crossan and Apaydin (2010) was
deployed. A citation based selection criterion was applied to ensure that the review included the
most influential and high quality papers of the field (Saha, Saint, & Christakis, 2003). I define and
operationalize “high-impact publications” as those papers that have at least 5 citations per year
(using 2015 as the base year), relying on Web of Science™ Social Sciences Citation Index.
Considering that citation-based selection discriminates against recent publications, a second group
of papers for the period 2015-20173 which were published in the top 40 Financial Times Research
Rank journals4 were retained, regardless of their citation count. This criterion assumes that
Financial Times’ listed journals would only publish high-quality research, an assumption which is
consistent with previous systematic reviews (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010).

2

See http://wokinfo.com/ for more information. Accessed 17 January 2018.
Until 10 May 2017.
4
40 Financial Times Research Rank journals list is available online (http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/3405a512-5cbb-11e18f1f-00144feabdc0.html#axzz4FFl8UWA1, accessed 30 November 2017)
3
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Table 2-1 shows that the search strategy yielded 114 total results. After going through the
abstracts and introduction sections of each of the 114 articles, four articles were excluded because
VI was not their main focus. Final sample thus yielded 110 relevant articles. The sample covers a
majority of papers where VI was declared as the dependent variable or outcome of interest (65
articles, 59 percent of sample). In addition, the search algorithm captured studies that while VI
continued to be the focus, the outcome of interest was the economic and non-economic5
performance implications of VI decisions (33 articles, 30 percent of sample). Finally, a third group
of articles had the synthesis of VI-related knowledge as its main concern (12 articles; 11 percent
of sample).

Total Results Found
1st round*
2nd round**
2nd round (Management only) ***

1283
317
139
114

Table 2-1 Search Results, Web of Science
* For search parameters TOPIC: (vertical* integrat*); Timespan=All years.
**First round excluded all papers before 2015 that had less than average 2 citations per year
***Second round excluded all papers before 2015 that had less than average 5 citations per year
****Final sample excluded all remainder Economics journals to focus on Management publications

It is worth noting the latter category of articles (i.e., “synthesis”), has approached VIrelated literature using a different scope of analysis than that which is attempted here. Articles in
the “synthesis” category, either review more general organizational boundaries literature
(e.g.,Poppo & Zenger, 1998; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2005), focus on specific perspectives -such as

5
Examples of outcomes pertaining to non-economic performance include: cycle time, technical or technological
performance, defect density, inventory levels and stock out rate, level of trust, as well as level of conflict.
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TCE (e.g., Jacobides & Winter, 2012; Wathne & Heide, 2000; Williamson, 1991b), or the RBV
(e.g.,Espino-Rodríguez & Padrón-Robaina, 2006)-; or concentrate on specific VI-related
phenomena – e.g.,

acquisitions and alliances (Villalonga & McGahan, 2005), or global

outsourcing and offshoring (Kedia & Mukherjee, 2009; Lahiri, 2016)-.
2.3.2

Coding
Content analysis was used for conducting this review. Content analysis aims at reducing

data and facilitates analysis of a large quantum of text (Krippendorff, 2004). Coding was done
using a formalized and inductively derived codebook. To ensure plausibility and reliability, I
conducted two rounds of coding, the second involving an independent researcher. Differences
were used as opportunities for either expanding or clarifying the codebook. In a third round of
analysis, over a consensual codebook, within-theme and between-theme comparisons were
employed to identify and elaborate themes (e.g., Eisenhardt, 1989).
2.3.3

Analysis
Pattern matching and explanation building were used at the basis of content analysis.

Pattern matching consisted of gross matches and mismatches between each paper and the
discrimination criteria. Explanation building, in turn, entailed comparing the findings from
different studies on an iterative basis (Yin, 2014).
2.4
2.4.1

Disciplinary, Methodological, and Contextual Orientation of VI Research
Disciplines Converging in the Study of VI
To determine the disciplinary orientation of the field, I classified each publication within a

specific disciplinary domain using website content analysis (See Appendix A – Index of
Publications). Overall, most influential papers on VI are published in 24 leading management
publications and seven disciplinary domains (general management, organizational behavior,
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organizational theory, strategic management, marketing, finance, and international business),
manifesting the interdisciplinary nature of the field (Figure 2-1, see Appendix A for abbreviations).
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Figure 2-1 Articles per Publication

Despite the multiplicity of disciplines converging on the study of VI, the bulk of the
research accumulates under strategic management (64 percent), followed by marketing (14
percent), and organization theory (11 percent) respectively. The largest number of highly-cited
articles (n=32) were published in Strategic Management Journal, comprising 29 percent of the insample articles.
2.4.2

Methodological Orientation
Concerning the research methods applied to the study of VI, the field is dominated by

empirical papers (both quantitative and qualitative) (n=72; 65 percent)6. Within the empirical

6
25 percent of the sample papers were categorized as conceptual work (n=27), whereas the remainder 10 percent were
classified as review pieces (n=11).
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category, correlational designs, and particularly regression analysis, are the most commonly used
(n=45; 57 percent). It can be concluded that VI has been typically subjected to quantitative inquiry.
2.4.3

Contextual Coverage and Units of Analysis
Regarding geographic settings, the largest portion of studies (57 percent) have been

conducted in the United States and Canada, followed by a group of “global” studies (18 percent)
that surveyed multinational companies. The third largest group of studies (12 percent) have been
conducted in Western European countries. Therefore, much like the broader management
literature, VI research has maintained a developed country focus (Nicholls-Nixon & Castilla,
2011).
In terms of the range of economic sectors that served as contexts where leading research
has been conducted, the distribution is far less concentrated. Over 25 different participating
industries have been identified in the results. In fact, the largest portion of studies have been
categorized as cross industries studies (17 percent, 19 out of 110). The second largest group makes
up to 7 percent of in-sample studies (8 out of 110). Therein researchers have examined VI issues
in the automotive industry.
Sample analysis also indicates that the convergence of multiple perspectives in the field have
led to the application of the VI construct to three different units of analysis: (1) interorganizational
relationships (n=76); (2) intraorganizational relationships (n=22); and (3) micro-level relationships
(n=12). I describe these below.
2.4.3.1

Inter-organizational Relationships

Within this category, studies focus on a dyad, or a couple of firms as their unit of analysis.
These studies are concerned with supplier-buyer relationships (e.g., Mesquita, Anand, & Brush,
2008; Wathne & Heide, 2000), the emergence of partnerships and strategic alliances (e.g., Das &
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Teng, 2000; Gulati & Singh, 1998), and foreign markets entry decisions (e.g., through wholly
owned operations, joint ventures, or other) (e.g., Brouthers & Brouthers, 2003; Ekeledo &
Sivakumar, 1998).
2.4.3.2

Intra-organizational Relationships

This group comprises studies that examine organizational structures and the relationships
among the different units or links of the value chain inside the firm, including production,
marketing, and the provision of after-sales service (e.g., de Vries, Hollenbeck, Davison, Walter, &
van der Vegt, 2016; Joseph & Ocasio, 2012; Wu, 2015).
2.4.3.3

Micro-Level Relationships

This category analyzes the firm’s decision upon how to organize human capital (e.g., internal
development / employees, contracting, alliance, etc.) at the individual level (e.g., Hatch & Dyer,
2004; Lepak & Snell, 1999; Mayer & Nickerson, 2005).
2.5

Theoretical Underpinnings of VI
Along the systematic review process, twenty different theoretical perspectives were

identified. In most cases, these theories were not used in the conceptual framework of the insample articles in a stand-alone basis, but in combination with others. Appendix B provides a
definition of each, their seminal references, added to the in-sample frequency and applications
from the results.
Data showed that TCE (n=15), followed by RBV7 (n=12), and the combination of TCE
with RBV (n=11) – that is, studies that have analyzed the claims of both theories- have been the

7

I refer to the resource based view as to the umbrella of related ideas including competence, capabilities, dynamic
capabilities, the knowledge based view, and evolutionary economics (Carter & Hodgson, 2006; Mahoney & Qian,
2013).
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predominant lenses applied to the study of VI. Altogether (n=38) they account for 35 percent of
the total sample. However, when considering TCE or RBV in combination with other theories, this
sub-sample yields 89 articles, representing 81 percent of the total sample.
The primacy of TCE is explained by the fact that VI has been the foundational problem for
this theoretical tradition (Williamson, 2000). TCE research dates to the work of Ronald Coase in
the early twentieth century. The Nature of the Firm (1937) is considered a seminal piece both for
the development of TCE, and the theory of the firm (Holmstrom & Tirole, 1989). Coase's main
purpose was to explain why economic activity was organized within firms (Coase, 1937, 1972).
Coase argued that “the main reason why it is profitable to establish a firm would seem to be that
there is a cost of using the price mechanism” (Coase, 1937: 390). Such costs pertaining to market
transactions were later referred to as ‘transaction costs’ (Madhok, 2002).
From a Coasean perspective, the firm was seen akin to a long-term employment contract
through which an authority relationship is established (Knudsen, 1995). A resource owner would
grant an entrepreneur authority to decide what tasks the resource ought to perform, giving the firm
certain flexibility to adapt to unforeseen events (Coase, 1937). Relatedly, the concept of VI, was
associated to the idea of a firm taking over or growing along a value chain. To grow along the
chain or ‘vertically’ implied undertaking a higher number of the value-adding activities that
combined towards the provision of an end-product or service (Porter, 1985). Thus, VI referred to
the vertically-linked activities that were performed under a single firm.
Oliver Williamson (1975, 1985), building upon Coasean economics, formally proposed
transaction cost economics (TCE) theory, becoming one of the mainstream frameworks to study
VI. As earlier mentioned, the original focus of TCE was to tackle the VI question. The latter
involved determining when would partners rely on either market relationships, or authority-based
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mechanisms (i.e., ‘hierarchies’ or firms) to carry out a value-adding activity (Williamson, 1975,
1985).
TCE considers the firm as a governance structure at the level of each activity or transaction
(Ghoshal & Moran, 1996). It identifies the various dimensions -such as the frequency of interaction
between partners, or the amount of uncertainty about an input an input and its related activities-,
along which transactions differ from one another (Williamson, 2000). Notably, Williamson
emphasized the transactional risks related to specific assets or investments, which may be
vulnerable to expropriation by an opportunistic partner (Williamson, 1985). TCE further explicates
that transaction costs arise from agents’ bounded rationality (Foss & Weber, 2016; Williamson,
1975), that is, from their limited capacity to identify qualified exchange partners, establish prices,
and write contracts that could anticipate all contingencies and sources of potential future conflict
(Williamson, 1991a). Hence, economic exchange would typically generate transaction costs
(Williamson, 1996).
Overall, in terms of the VI decision, the basic argument emanating from TCE is that the
greater the frequency of interaction between partners, the greater the uncertainty, the more specific
the assets deployed in the relationship, and the more opportunistic the parties, the higher the
transaction costs will be, such that would lead firms to vertically integrate. Otherwise, firms would
tend to outsource their activities (Jacobides & Hitt, 2005). From this standpoint, VI constitutes an
authority-based governance mechanism that helps in mitigating high-levels of risk of deception
among partners (Williamson,Winter, & Coase, 1991).
TCE-based VI research became increasingly popular in the late 1970s and 1980’s among
management scholars, as the corporate world faced pressures for down-scoping and refocusing to
cope with deregulation, accelerated technological change, and increasing global competition
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(Bethel & Liebeskind, 1993; Teece, 1992). Fundamental changes in the economic environment led
to a significant decrease in transaction costs (e.g., the rise of information technology reduced
‘small-numbers’ bargaining, as well as measurement problems conducive to suppliers’
opportunistic behavior), and thus the relative decrease of the advantages of vertically integrated
firms (Bucheli, Mahoney, & Vaaler, 2010). Accordingly, contemporaneous empirical studies
suggested that VI would reduce firm value (e.g., Rumelt, 1974).
In the early 1980’s, David Teece would further formalize these findings into a theory of
corporate diversification8 extending Williamson’s TCE framework. Teece contended that for a
firm to efficiently engage in VI, economies of integration were not sufficient, but rather those
based on the common and recurrent use of resources, and particularly, of proprietary know-how
(Teece, 1980, 1982). Teece’s theoretical work built upon Edith Penrose’s theory developed in the
1950’s. Penrose then focused on the distinctive ways by which firms can manage their resources
and capabilities to build up competitive advantages that would result in superior performance
(Penrose, 1955; 1959). Management scholars would later refer to this body of knowledge as the
RBV (Rugman & Verbeke, 2002).
In terms of the VI decision, the RBV proposed that when proprietary know-how applied
across multiple links of the value chain, firms would increase their level of VI (Jacobides & Hitt,
2005). Conversely, when capabilities or knowledge create an advantage for particular segments of
a value chain, firms would tend to specialize and outsource (Espino-Rodríguez & Padrón-Robaina,

8

Following Penrose (1959), Teece (1980) conceptualized diversification as a form of VI.
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2006). This way, RBV developed as another important and popular approach for the study of VI
alongside with TCE through today (Lahiri, 2016).
Third after RBV, social exchange theory (SET, n=11), emerged from the sample as another
popular theoretical lens deployed in VI studies. This perspective laid in the fields of sociology
(e.g., Granovetter, 1985; Powell, 1990), as well as law (Macneil, 1978; 1980). However, it has
gained traction among management VI researchers since the 1990’s, and continues to be popular
to this date (e.g., Argyres & Mostafa, 2016; Heide & John, 1992).
SET emphasizes the individual behavior of actors in interaction with one another, and
posits that economic relationships are informed by subjective perceptions rather than objective
cost-benefit analyses (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). From this perspective, a general prediction
concerning VI decisions is that higher levels of trust -generated as a result of personal relations
that arise in the course of economic exchange-, create a sense of duty or obligation such that
mitigates the associated hazards of using markets. Moreover, if trust is high, transactions may even
occur on an informal basis (Chiles & McMackin, 1996). Upon the whole, trust reduces the need to
establish authority relationships within a vertically integrated firm to carry out effective exchanges.
SET, however, has not been typically used on a standalone basis, but in combination with
either TCE (6 articles) or RBV theories (4 articles). SET core tenets actually combine very well
with those of TCE and RBV. On the one hand, when used along TCE, studies typically focus on
the role of repeated social interaction and trust in reducing hazards inherent to market exchange
(e.g., Gulati & Nickerson, 2008; Joshi & Stump, 1999; Wathne, Biong, & Heide, 2001). This
strand of research is typically referred to as the ‘relational governance’ (RG) perspective.
Economic exchange is assumed to be socially mediated and overlaid with strong expectations of
trust and abstention from opportunism (Zaheer & Venkatraman, 1995). On the other hand, when
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SET is deployed along with RBV, emphasis is on the qualities of exchange partners (e.g., level of
know-how) and that of their interaction with one another (e.g., Hoetker, 2005; Mentzer, Min, &
Zacharia, 2000; Mohr & Spekman, 1994).
Figure 2-2 summarizes the evolution of the theoretical orientation of VI research.

1930s
Coasean
Economics

1970s
Williamson’s
TCE

1980s
Emergence of the
RBV

1990s
Adoption of
social exchange
perspectives

Figure 2-2 Evolution of Theoretical Orientation of VI Research

2.6

Conceptual Divergence in the VI Literature
The account of the evolution of the theoretical orientation of the field showed that

management VI research features two primary intellectual influences: TCE and RBV. The
deployed inductive coding strategy also showed that VI definitions employed by in-sample articles
likewise coalesce around two main categories: (i) VI as a ‘Make-and-or-Buy (MAOB) Decision’,
and (ii) VI as an ‘Architecture’. These categories reflect the relative adoption of the TCE or the
RBV framework among VI researchers. Hence, VI definitions are underpinned by different
theories of the firm, although TCE and RBV may offer complementary rather than substitute
explanations of the VI phenomenon (Williamson, 1999). In fact, a number of studies included in
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the sample have combined the two theoretical lenses to build their conceptual frameworks (e.g.,
Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Kapoor & Lee, 2013; Sako, Chondrakis, & Vaaler, 2016). Still, these
two broad categories allow for a useful classification of the literature.
The herein proposed definitional categories that emerged from the data have been deemed
to diverge not only in terms of the underlying theories of the firm -and the corresponding rationale
for VI-, but also in terms of how the firm and the value chain are conceptualized. Out of 110 insample papers, 62 percent (n=68) define VI as a MAOB decision; whereas in the remainder 38
percent VI is defined as an architecture (n=42). This distribution replicates across management
disciplines, as per Table 2-2. I describe each definition in detail below.

Definition

Finance

International
Business

Marketing

Organization
Theory

Strategic
Management

Total

MAOB
Decision
Vertical
Architecture
Grand Total

6

4

11

6

42

68

1

1

5

6

28

42

7

5

16

12

70

110

Table 2-2 VI Definitions per Management Discipline (Number of Articles)

2.6.1

VI as a MAOB decision
This definition is fundamentally underpinned by TCE and characterizes the value chain as

discrete, separable into individual transactions (Ghoshal & Moran, 1996). In addition, the firm is
conceptualized as an adaptive institution, made up of contractual relationships among rational and
opportunistic agents, emerging in response to uncertainty (Knudsen, 1995).
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MAOB studies refer to VI as a discrete decision of whether to internalize, externally
source, or jointly produce an activity or component along the value chain. Markets, ‘hybrids’ (e.g.
alliances or joint ventures), and hierarchies represent substitute ways of organizing specific
transactions (Williamson, 1991a). While categories may co-exist (e.g., plural sourcing, where
firms make and buy), these situations are typically treated as a distinct, discrete governance choices
(Heide, 2003). The rationale for VI rests on economizing on transaction costs, such that activities
featuring a higher risk of deception among partners should be internalized (Jacobides & Hitt,
2005).
2.6.2

VI as an ‘Architecture’
This definition considers the value chain along a continuum, breaking with the contrast

between the firm and the market (Zenger & Hesterly, 1997). Unlike MAOB studies, the firm is
understood as a complex network of interdependent rather than separable transactions, that is, as
an ‘architecture’ (Araujo, Dubois, & Gadde, 2003). Moreover, firm behavior is assumed to be
underpinned by a path-dependent process of accumulation of resources and capabilities (Nelson
& Winter, 1982).
The rationale for VI is chiefly provided by the RBV and it entails internalizing those
activities that can better draw from the firm’s wealth of knowledge and resources (Grant, 1996).
By the same token, outsourcing entails some form of external contracting that aims to acquire
lacking know-how, needed to support firm competitiveness (Espino-Rodríguez & PadrónRobaina, 2006).
2.7

Major Themes in VI Research
The systematic review further revealed that the concept of VI has been employed mainly

in trying to address the following four phenomena: (i) how VI can substitute and/or complement
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of relational contracts (n=29); (ii) how to cope with environmental dynamism (n=23); (iii) the
development of organizational capabilities that would support a firm’s competitive advantage
(n=32); and (iv) how to effect intra-firm coordination (n=14)9. Moreover, each of these themes
have been deemed to be underpinned by a specific VI definition. In addition, the analysis identified
that each theme focuses on certain units of analysis (i.e., dyadic relationships, individuals, intrafirm relationships).
In particular, I find that in the first two themes predominates a conceptualization of VI as
a MAOB decision. For the first theme (i), 83 percent of the articles employ the MAOB definition.
Similarly, in the second theme (ii), 67 percent of the study use the MAOB definition. In these
themes (i and ii), the research focus is on dyadic or inter-firm relationships. Regarding the third
theme (iii), which encompasses the largest group of papers, the frequency distribution of the
definitional categories is more even, although slightly biased towards the VI as ‘architecture’
definition (56 percent). Here, research has focused on more than one unit of analysis: while a
largest group of studies concentrates of dyadic relationships (28 articles), a second group examines
VI issues at the micro or individual level (4 articles). Finally, in the fourth theme (iv), the definition
of VI as ‘architecture’ is the most prevalent (67 percent). The fundamental unit of analysis in this
theme is intra-firm relationships.
Emerging themes and units of analysis, together with theoretical underpinnings and
definitions, gather now all the input elements to map out the VI research field. Figure 2-3
summarizes the organizing framework. The forthcoming sub-sections shall be devoted to

9

The themes capture 98 out of 110 in-sample papers. The remainder 12 papers have been coded as “synthesis” as
these are review pieces.
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describing themes in detail and integrating the various findings of the literature around these major
categories.

Figure 2-3 VI Organizing Framework

2.7.1

VI as a Substitute and/or Complement of Relational Contracts
The research focus of this theme are inter-firm relationships and how dyadic economic

exchange may be supported or governed by social norms. In particular, relational contracts
(Macneil, 1978; 1980) constitute governance forms where partners engage in “behavioral routines
that facilitate the development of informal self-enforcing safeguards in the relationship” (Sarkar,
Aulakh, & Madhok, 2009: 587), leading to collaborative exchange.
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Proponents of VI as a substitute of relational contracts borrow from SET and argue that
social norms play a significant role in structuring market exchange. By including relational
variables (primarily trust), these studies aim to demonstrate that a combined model of governance
choice shows higher explanatory power compared to traditional TCE models that focus on
transaction characteristics (Argyres & Liebeskind, 1999; Zaheer & Venkatraman, 1995).
Moreover, it is contended that while TCE typically treats each transaction as discrete (Gulati,
1995), repeated interaction between partners can breed commitment, coordination, and trust,
which, in turn, reduce market hazards that would otherwise call for VI (e.g., Bensaou & Anderson,
1999; Gulati & Nickerson, 2008; Jap & Ganesan, 2000; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Morris, Farrell,
& Reed, 2016; Starkey, Barnatt, & Tempest, 2000). Collaborative inter-firm arrangements would
be thus viable even when specific investments might be exposed in the relationship (e.g., Dass,
Kale, & Nanda, 2015; Dyer, 1996b, 1997; Heide & John, 1992; Joshi & Stump, 1999; Kale &
Shahrur, 2007; Larson, 1992; Madhok, 2002; Strieborny & Kukenova, 2016).
On the other hand, a second sub-group of articles under this theme offers a more nuanced
view of relational contracts, as complements of VI. Authors argue that, often times firms engage
in plural strategies, that is, simultaneous use market contracting and VI for the same activity or
basic transaction (Allen & Phillips, 2000; Heide, 2003; Sako et al., 2016). The combination or coexistence of governance forms can help firms address different needs. In this regard, findings
suggest that VI or hybrid agreements are better suited to support the transfer of complex
knowledge, whereas outsourcing arrangements are better suited to gather market intelligence and
quickly adapt to changing needs (Bradach, 1997; Wuyts, Stremersch, & Franses, 2004).
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2.7.1.1

Summary
This theme offers a theoretical debate on the prospects of relational governance as a

substitute for VI. More recent studies highlight that partnering on the sole basis of relational
contracts may require substantial time and effort to maintain a high level of cooperation and
forestall deception among partners (e.g., Ahmadjian & Lincoln, 2001; Barthelemy, 2003; Mentzer,
Min, & Zacharia, 2000). Moreover, interpersonal relationships may not offer enough buffer against
price and product competition (Wathne et al., 2001). Therefore, firms would typically use a
combination of contractual safeguards (e.g., monitoring, incentives, selection) and relational
mechanisms (e.g., socialization) to manage opportunism hazards (Mesquita & Brush, 2008;
Wathne & Heide, 2000).
2.7.2

VI as a Tool to Cope with Environmental Dynamism
Technological discontinuities which come to generate new industry cycles have been a

source of environmental dynamism that has been extensively addressed in relation to the vertical
boundaries of the firm. As a general trend, innovations in information technology and performance
measurement in the late twentieth century and early 2000s, as they reduced information processing
costs and task complexity, have been conducive to enable higher specialization (i.e., lower VI) and
more inter-firm exchange in the global economy (e.g., Achrol, 1997; Argyres, 1999; Zenger &
Hesterly, 1997).
Yet again, technology disruptions typically create both new firms and industries (Baldwin,
2008; Jacobides, 2005). At inception, the growth opportunities of a new technology are uncertain
(Folta, 1998). In an era of fast-paced technical change, the obsolescence of the technological core
of a vertically integrated firm can compromise its survival (Afuah, 2001; Balakrishnan &
Wernerfelt, 1986; Mitchell & Singh, 1996). Some scholars argue that at higher levels of
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uncertainty, higher levels of commitment to a specific technology with VI might be less desirable
(e.g., Claussen, Kretschmer, & Stieglitz, 2015; Folta, 1998; Sutcliffe & Zaheer, 1998). Others
contend, however, that VI may outperform specialization. They argue that VI may help firms to
innovate over multiple cycles of technological innovation due to accumulated investments in
integrative capabilities (e.g., Buvik & John, 2000; Gulati, Lawrence, & Puranam, 2005; Helfat &
Campo-Rembado, 2016; Hoetker, 2005).
Another source of environmental dynamism considered in relation to VI has been the level
of country risk in the context of foreign market entry decisions. Firms tend to prefer to outsource
vis-a-vis VI when faced with economic and political uncertainties in new geographic markets
(Aulakh & Kotabe, 1997). However, these factors seem to be more relevant for manufacturing
firms due their higher investment intensity in physical assets; whereas for service providers, the
capacity to trust local partners appears to be a greater challenge (Brouthers & Brouthers, 2003).
Research suggests that, for services firms, wholly owned operations (i.e., VI) or hybrid governance
(i.e., alliances or joint ventures) might be better suited to cope with behavioural uncertainty
compared to outsourcing, especially during the early years of foreign market experience (Ekeledo
& Sivakumar, 1998).
2.7.2.1

Summary
This strand of research examines how VI can be a strategic tool to fare with the

opportunities and challenges created by the external environment firms face (e.g., new
technologies, foreign operations). While moderate levels of environmental dynamism might be
compatible with specialization (vis-à-vis VI), firms subject to higher levels of environmental
dynamism -concerning, for instance, behavioral uncertainty, informational asymmetry,

or

regulatory shocks-, would show enhanced performance when vertically integrated due to better
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access to information, internal control mechanisms, and advantages related to scale (Gartenberg
& Pierce, 2017; Kim & Davis, 2016; Stroebel, 2016; Yiu, Lu, Bruton, & Hoskisson, 2007).
2.7.3

VI as a Tool to Develop Organizational Capabilities and Support Competitive

Advantage
This largest group of papers considers VI in terms of its potential to create and sustain
competitive advantages by acquiring advantageous resource positions; particularly, specific
knowledge (Araujo et al., 2003; Nickerson & Zenger, 2004). Within this theme, the largest subgroup of studies concentrates on inter-firm relationships, whereas a second sub-group examines
VI issues at the micro or individual level. I describe these in detail below.
2.7.3.1

Inter-firm Relationships
Studies within this sub-group conclude that shared knowledge across products and

services produced by the firm would drive higher levels of VI (e.g., Ahern & Harford, 2014;
Argyres, 1996; Grant, 1996; Helfat & Raubitschek, 2000). Firms that contract out know-how, in
turn, tend to have less commitment to product or service-specific assets (Dyer, 1996a; Robertson
& Gatignon, 1998). Whereas the latter group of firms has been considered more likely to have
successful outsourcing experiences, at the same time, these firms face higher technological
uncertainty, and are prone to compete in lower growth product/service categories (e.g.,
Christensen, Verlinden, & Westerman, 2002; Kalnins, 2017; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004).
Performance advantages (economic and non-economic) of VI have been deemed to be
higher when tasks are ill-structured (e.g., because they draw from tacit knowledge) or complex.
Conversely, outsourcing would be more advantageous when activities are well structured or simple
(Macher, 2006). Notwithstanding the complexity of the activity in question, findings reveal that to
outsource successfully, firms may need develop integration capabilities to assimilate knowledge
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inside and outside the firm and cope with suppliers’ dissimilar know-how, as well as with
unpredictable product-level interdependencies (e.g., Brusoni, Prencipe, & Pavitt, 2001; Hobday,
Davies, & Prencipe, 2005; Lorenzoni & Lipparini, 1999). In general, knowledge and resources
complementarities (both within the firm and with exchange partners), are argued to be at the root
of performance disparity of VI decisions (e.g., Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Leiblein, Reuer, &
Dalsace, 2002).
2.7.3.2

Micro-level Relationships
The second sub-group of micro-level studies have addressed related questions concerning

how to organize individual knowledge workers. Here, VI implies transferring the ownership of a
productive team (Williamson, 1971). Findings suggest that whereas using employees (i.e., VI) visà-vis contractors (i.e., outsourcing) affects the internal development of firm capabilities, such
choice does not necessarily impact profitability (Mayer & Nickerson, 2005). Hatch and Dyer
(2004) find that firms that are superior at acquiring human capital may enjoy sustained learning
and cost advantages. In general, firms would realize greater benefits by outsourcing generic work;
while relying upon employees for strategic tasks that draw on proprietary know-how (Lepak &
Snell, 1999). These results highlight the importance of retaining and motivating valuable human
capital to avoid potential knowledge spinoffs to the competition (Argyres & Mostafa, 2016;
Capron & Chatain, 2008).
2.7.3.3

Summary
By and large, researchers acknowledge that while hierarchies can more quickly create and

transfer knowledge within the firm, outsourcing might be still needed to a certain extent to remain
viable in modern, fast-paced business environments (e.g., Arora & Merges, 2004; Lahiri, 2016;
Lampel, Lant, & Shamsie, 2000). Studies have found grounds for partial or quasi-integration, both
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at the firm and individual level. Provided an appropriate incentive design is in place, collaborative
inter-firm exchange (vis-à-vis VI) may enable a better matching of firm capabilities with market
needs, promote joint innovation with partners, and enhance focal firm’s capabilities by means of
tapping into partners’ specific capabilities (e.g., Chi, 1994; Combs & Ketchen, 1999; Gulati &
Singh, 1998; Jacobides & Billinger, 2006; Kapoor & Lee, 2013; Mesquita & Lazzarini, 2008;
Vakili, 2016).
2.7.4

VI as a Tool to Effect Intra-Firm Coordination
Research within this theme has been conducted focusing on intra-firm relationships as the

unit of analysis. Herein, VI has been considered as a tool to achieve coordination across valueadding activities and functions by aligning incentives and reducing information asymmetries (e.g.,
Ingene & Parry, 1995; Iyer & Villas-Boas, 2003; Zhou & Wan, 2017).
Among this group of studies, team composition has been proposed as an influential
moderator of the relationship between VI and firm coordination. Recent research highlights the
role of generalist team members who are acquainted with the multiple functions, and can facilitate
the coordination of the overall system. However, a balance between specialist and generalist
members should be struck, since a broad focus of the latter may distract organizational attention
from specialized, yet high-impact activities (de Vries et al., 2016).
In addition, VI has been considered as a tool to coordinate and leverage employees’
knowledge. Findings suggest that hierarchies would strengthen a firm’s capability of
communicating specific knowledge and enable the provision of high-value products (Wu, 2015).
However, vertically integrated firms can realize higher performance benefits provided their
members may adapt the configuration of their social capital to changing resource needs. In this
regard, an important caveat identified in the literature is that vertically integrated structures may
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reinforce relational and cognitive lock-in as employees brace internal vis-à-vis external ties. The
latter, in turn, might hurt long-term firm performance (Maurer & Ebers, 2006).
2.7.4.1

Summary
Within this theme, the focal problem of achieving coordination across business activities

and functions is seen as comparable to that achieving coordination among firms (Gittell & Weiss,
2004). In this context, it is of interest to determine whether an integrated organizational structure
(i.e., VI) may impose a trade-off between coordination and adaptability to changing business
environments (Furst, Leimbach, & Prigge, 2017). In general, performance advantages of VI are
considered to be greater when synergies and vertical relatedness among units increase (Fan &
Lang, 2000; Harrigan, 1985). Recent studies find grounds for partial or quasi-integration.
Temporal coupling of specialized units could create organizational architectures that are both
differentiated and integrated, providing more enabling conditions for adaptive change
(Boumgarden, Nickerson, & Zenger, 2012; Joseph & Ocasio, 2012).
2.8

Emerging and Future Research Directions
Recent studies, as well as the above discussion of review results, have suggested a general

trend towards vertical de-integration in more recent decades (Bucheli et al., 2010). The vertically
integrated firm has been gradually replaced by network-like value chains, consisting of multiple
specialized firms tied together in cooperative exchange relationships around the globe (Kedia &
Mukherjee, 2009). The complexity of vertical boundaries has intensified in recent years stimulated
by increased competitive pressures, the velocity of technological change, and the dispersion of
knowledge across different organizations and geographic markets; explaining the popularity of
global outsourcing and offshoring practices (Lahiri, 2016).
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Economic advantages of global outsourcing have been deemed to be significant, making
these practices widespread (Alcacer & Oxley, 2014). Nevertheless, added to economic
performance, corporate social responsibility (CSR) – that is, firms’ observable actions that
consider a broad set of stakeholders’ expectations, as well as environmental, social, and corporate
governance performance (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012; Wood, 1991)- has become increasingly
important to the point of granting companies ‘license-to-operate’(Howard Grenville, Nash, &
Coglianese, 2008).
In this regard, among the most recent publications in the sample, I identified an emerging
strand of research within the second major theme (i.e., ‘VI as a tool to cope with environmental
dynamism’) that introduces a new source of complexity, different from previously examined
technical or competitive shifts in the operating context firms face. Specifically, two studies
investigate the role of institutional pressures (either normative or regulatory) upon firms to justify
their decisions and actions for sourcing, production, and distribution to stakeholders (Parmigiani,
Klassen, & Russo, 2011). I discuss these in detail below.
First, a publication by Kim and Davis (2016), examines the question of what makes a firm
capable to vouch for its value chain. In the context of a recently enacted regulation where firms
are required to report on whether their products contain “conflict minerals”, they found that
geographically diversified firms, with large and dispersed value chains were less likely to disclose
their products as ‘conflict-free’. Moreover, supplier complexity (i.e., the combination of large size
and low concentration of the supplier base) reduced the visibility of a firm’s value chain. Authors
claim that widespread outsourcing may have impaired firms’ capacity to remain accountable for
the practices that yield its products.
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Second, Gartenberg and Pierce (2017) have recently studied the role of a specific
dimension of CSR -i.e., corporate governance-, and its influence over the effectiveness of VI.
Authors argue that, during the latest subprime crisis in the United States (2008-2009), vertically
integrated banks with better corporate governance practices showed better loan performance since
they had adequate incentives to avoid overaggressive lending and fraud.
This emerging line of inquiry underscores that, as production moves to locations where
regulatory institutions may be weak or even absent (e.g., developing countries), a firm’s
engagement with CSR may have significant implications for vertical boundary-related decisions.
Specifically, the advent of CSR may nuance formerly predicted relationships or even predict VI in
ways that are not yet examined. For instance, socially responsible firms might want to take greater
control over previously outsourced elements that reside in developing markets.
Additionally, these insights resonate with some of the earlier findings of this review,
pertaining to VI research strong developed market focus. Whereas empirical evidence is yet
missing, I acknowledge these issues have received partial treatment in the TCE literature.
Williamson (1985) suggested that we should observe more VI in developing countries where rule
of law and enforcement are relatively more deficient, granted that weaker institutions would
increase the likelihood of more incomplete contracts.
Furthermore, the above identified emerging research directions hold promise in terms of
new theoretical lenses, aside from TCE and RBV, starting to gravitate to the study of VI. In
particular, organizational institutionalism might offer important insights on firms’ behavior in light
of their needs to signal their social fitness and gain legitimacy before stakeholders (Greenwood,
Oliver, Suddaby, & Sahlin, 2008). While extant literature has surveyed the influence of a number
sources of complexity or dynamism on the VI decision, most common operationalization has
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circumscribed the analysis of the external environment to the material or economic domain
(Suddaby, Foster, & Quinn Tank, 2010). By adopting an organizational institutionalism lens,
future research may help broaden the conceptualization and operationalization of the external
environment so that it can better reflect the complexity of the strategy construct by incorporating
more layers or dimensions (e.g., social, regulatory, environmental, etc.). Moreover, the empirical
examination of how CSR affects VI, may provide a finer-grained understanding on how elements
of the broader institutional environment become elaborated inside the firm (Suddaby, Elsbach,
Greenwood, Meyer, & Zilber, 2010).
In sum, promising avenues for future VI research would include: (i) a broadening of focus
to encompass emerging countries with lower levels of institutional development; (ii) an in-depth
investigation of the relationship between CSR and VI; (iii) the adoption of organizational
institutionalism lenses to the study of shifting vertical boundaries.
2.9

Discussion and Conclusion
The study of VI has drawn upon multiple management disciplinary domains and theoretical

traditions, developing in a fragmented way. The present work attempted a transparent review
method followed by meaningful synthesis of VI research. Despite efforts to rigorously synthesize
the literature, I acknowledge that the scope of this review is limited to a specific sample of this
broad body of literature. Nevertheless, I deliberately chose to limit sources to peer-reviewed
journals and to a citation criterion since this can be considered validated knowledge and likely to
have the highest impact in the field (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010).
The review was structured around four research questions that intended to gather the main
input elements to map out the research field. Namely: (i) the dominant disciplinary,
methodological, and contextual orientations in the field; (ii) the major theoretical lenses that
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underpin VI research; (iii) the VI definitions across the literature; and (iv) the major emerging
themes and findings.
As far as disciplinary and methodological orientations concern, the VI field has shown
strong roots in the strategic management discipline, which arguably follows from its origins in
Economics with the work of Ronald Coase. Moreover, VI has been chiefly subject to quantitative
inquiry, with correlational designs as the most popular method of choice. These insights resonate
with extant research on the development of strategic management, suggesting that this discipline
paradigmatically adopted the style and the language of economics (i.e., econometrics) (Hambrick
& Chen, 2008).
In relation to VI research contextual orientation, results present a developed market focus.
In addition, regarding units of analysis, results indicate that VI issues have been studied at three
different levels: (i) how firms interface with other independent firms (inter-firm relationships), (ii)
how different units within the same firm interface with one another (intra-firm relationships), and
(iii) how firms deal with individual human resources (micro-level relationships).
In terms of theoretical orientation, TCE has been the dominant framework applied to the
study of VI, followed by RBV. The relative adoption of these paradigms among VI researchers
have been argued to underpin a conceptual divergence in the field. This review offered a novel
typology of VI definitions being employed across the literature. While I do not claim mutual
exclusivity between the two proposed categories (i.e., ‘VI as an MAOB decision’ and ‘VI as an
architecture’), I remain confident on the usefulness of these definitions in paving the way towards
construct clarity and more cumulative management VI research.
The analysis further revealed that the received literature revolves around four major
themes. These themes are interconnecting as they show that managers are faced with an assorted
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menu of ‘tools’ to organize relationships along value chains which would have important
implications for firm performance and competitiveness. VI constitutes one such tool in that
strategic toolbox. If firms integrate the wrong activities, the may grow bloated and inefficient. At
the same time, if they outsource core activities that heavily draw from their wealth of know-how,
firms may lose the very sources of their competitive advantage.
Finally, the review allowed to derive important knowledge gaps and point out promising
avenues of future research. Notably, in the context of modern global value chains, as socially and
environmentally concerned stakeholders exert pressure on firms to remain accountable over
elements along the value adding process, VI decisions may be predicted by non-economic factors,
such as CSR, that have thus far been only partially considered. As suggested, the integration of
CSR with VI research may offer good prospects for the continued vibrancy of the field.
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Chapter 3: Corporate Social Responsibility and Vertical Integration
3.1

Synopsis
The present chapter takes up one of the main research gaps identified on chapter 2

concerning the relationship between VI and CSR. In specific, this chapter examines whether and
how firms CSR commitments affect the level of VI. Two competing hypotheses are entertained.
Relational governance (RG) theory predicts that CSR would function as a relational contract
enhancing a firm’s trustworthiness and, in turn, reducing the need for VI. Transaction cost
economics (TCE), in contrast, predicts that CSR would increase transaction costs pertaining to
vertical coordination and monitoring, leading to higher VI. Controlling for endogeneity, panel
data results show that higher CSR performance is associated with higher levels of VI. Results are
thus consistent with a TCE logic. Moreover, they hold with more force under high buyer’s asset
specificity and geographic diversification that further increase costs of suppliers’ monitoring and,
in turn, of outsourcing. Findings suggest that high CSR performers would face growing
outsourcing costs, increasing the attractiveness of VI to keep supply chain operations under
control.
3.2

Introduction
Outsourcing can help firms to operate in an increasingly competitive global market place

(Holcomb & Hitt, 2007). Many studies have concluded that vertically disintegrated firms (those
that typically outsource their activities) can reap significant economic gains from improvements
in the bottom line as production shifts to more cost-efficient vendors and locations; while also
benefitting from the knowledge of their suppliers worldwide (e.g., Alcacer & Oxley, 2014;
Contractor et al., 2010; Gereffi & Korzeniewicz, 1994; Gereffi et al., 2005).
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However, firms not only face pressures to be economically efficient, but also to remain
socially responsible (Bansal, 2005; Dauvergne & Lister, 2012). Global firms are required to justify
their decisions and actions for sourcing, production and distribution to external stakeholders, to
ultimately remain accountable for all upstream and downstream activities (Parmigiani et al., 2011;
Scherer, Palazzo, & Seidl, 2013). Moreover, while firms slice their value chains into smaller
pieces through outsourcing, their risk of negative reputational spillovers associated with potential
third-party misconduct may increase (Short et al., 2016). The latter, in turn, may threaten the
success of their CSR engagement (Kim & Davis, 2016).
Take for example the recent case of Ferrero, a global player in the confectionery industry.
In September 2014, in order to advance their goal of achieving an ambitious CSR target -i.e., 100
per cent sustainability in the raw materials supply by 2020-, Ferrero acquired the Turkish group
Oltan, a supply leader of one of Ferrero’s main ingredients, hazelnuts. While Turkish firms like
Oltan were known for growing quality hazelnuts, they operated in a context fraught with child
labor issues that could potentially negatively impact Ferrero and jeopardize their CSR strategy
(Kittilaksanawong & Curcuraci, 2017). While anecdotal evidence suggests that CSR
considerations may influence a firm’s decision to vertically integrate or not, this link has not been
empirically examined. The fundamental goal of this chapter is to shed light on this question.
I consider CSR as firms’ voluntary engagement in the environmental and social domain
(Vogel 2006), but also include corporate governance to develop a tripartite conceptualization
wherein CSR is operationalized in terms of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
performance. This conceptualization is consistent with previous empirical studies involving CSR
(Cheng, Ioannou, & Serafeim, 2014; Hillman & Keim, 2001).
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Extant literature offers conflicting guidance with regards to how CSR may affect a firm’s
VI decisions. On one hand, the RG perspective suggests that CSR may work as a relational contract
(Macneil, 1978, 1980), enhancing a firm’s trustworthiness with third parties (i.e., potential
suppliers), and reducing the need of costly governance solutions such as VI (e.g., Husted, 1994,
2007; Jones, 1995). From this standpoint, two conditions, when they work collectively with CSR,
would drive lower levels of VI: (1) buyer’s specific assets, which would function as a pledge for
business continuity and trust with suppliers (Poppo, Zhou, & Ryu, 2008); and (2) geographic
diversification. As firms expand geographically and enter new supply relationships without a
history of prior interactions, CSR performance would help firms signalling trustworthiness and
attracting suppliers willing to partner up with reputable customers (Pedersen & Andersen, 2006).
On the other hand, TCE suggests that CSR may increase transaction costs pertaining to
the vertical coordination and monitoring of the value chain, leading to higher levels of VI instead
(Heide et al., 2007; Short et al., 2016). Furthermore, buyers’ asset specificity and geographic
diversification would further increase the costs of outsourcing given that, under these two
conditions, more coordination and monitoring costs are incurred (Acquier, Valiorgue, &
Daudigeos, 2017).
The objective of this study is to reconcile this theoretical dilemma. To do so, I use
competing hypotheses as my research framework. Specifically, I test competing hypotheses that
draw from RG and TCE theoretical perspectives.
My empirical strategy exploits a rich panel dataset collected from Mergent Online, Global
Compustat, Thompson Reuters ASSET4 and the D-SOCIAL-KLD Scores dataset by Carroll,
Primo, and Richter (2016). After controlling for endogeneity, I find that higher levels of CSR
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performance are associated to higher levels of VI. Furthermore, I find this relationship is stronger
under higher levels of buyer’s asset specificity and geographic diversification.
A key contribution of the present study is that it addresses ongoing debates on the scope of
corporate responsibility under conditions of globalization (Doh, Husted, Matten, & Santoro, 2010;
Scherer, Palazzo, & Baumann, 2006). As the growth of civil society puts pressure on corporate
actors to act upon an enlarged understanding of responsibility, encompassing all value chain
members, CSR engagement emerges as a form of corporate self-regulation that has significant
implications for the vertical scope of the firm (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011; Dauvergne & Lister,
2013). Results suggest that high CSR performers would face growing costs from outsourcing,
increasing the attractiveness of VI to keep supply chain operations under control.
More broadly, findings about a positive relationship between CSR and VI have important
implications for the management of value chains that deserve further research. Notably, the fact
that to be able to trade with high CSR performance buyers, suppliers must credibly signal their
CSR engagements at low costs to prevent buyers pursue VI. If suppliers do not show high levels
of CSR performance, or if they do but are not able to signal their CSR commitments, they would
be constrained to partner with buyers that do not prioritize CSR. As a result, different coalitions
of buyers and suppliers in terms of their CSR engagement may emerge. Buyers with higher CSR
performance would seek to trade with high CSR performance suppliers, whereas buyers with low
CSR standards would be more willing to trade with external partners regardless of their CSR
performance, most likely favoring low cost suppliers.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Following this introduction, I first
introduce the relevant conceptual background. Second, I develop the research framework using
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competing hypotheses. Third, I present the empirical strategy and analyses. After presenting the
results, I discuss the implications of my findings for theory, practice and future research.
3.3

Conceptual Background
The VI decision essentially pertains to whether a firm should undertake activities along its

value chain in-house or should outsource then, procuring activities from the open market
(Williamson, 1975). These “make-or-buy” decisions define the vertical scope of a firm (White &
Lui, 2005). As firms undertake a larger number of vertically-linked activities in-house, it is said
that they increase the level of VI, or their vertical scope. This way, consistent with the typology
introduced on Chapter 2, the present study conceptualizes VI as a ‘MAOB decision’.
Outsourcing - a “buy” decision- is ubiquitous in today's economy and is a common practice
in many important industries (Lahiri, 2016). Many global firms at least partly outsource business
activities towards addressing competitive priorities of cost, time, innovativeness, quality, and
flexibility (Gilley & Rasheed, 2000). Whereas economic advantages of global outsourcing
practices are significant (Alcacer & Oxley, 2014), at the same time, the management of social and
environmental risks along global value chains has become a strategic necessity as firms seek to
align their operations with evolving societal expectations (Porter & Kramer, 2006). This alignment
necessitates that firms take responsibility for upstream and downstream activities (Scherer &
Palazzo, 2011).
I define CSR as a firm’s voluntary engagement in the social and environmental domain
(Vogel 2006), but also includes corporate governance, wherein CSR is operationalized in terms of
ESG performance. Increasing regulatory demands in the aftermath of corporate scandals and the
emergence of socially responsible investing have driven a convergence between corporate
governance and CSR (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004). This conceptualization thus acknowledges the
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convergence of CSR and corporate governance as a result of evolving societal expectations such
that corporations are no longer expected to be mere contributors to the global economy, but are
also expected to keep their activities attuned with societal, ethical, legal and communal aspirations
(Jamali, Safieddine, & Rabbath, 2008).
Many rationales have been offered as to why firms should or should not pursue CSR
(Garriga & Melé, 2004). For example, CSR critics (e.g., Friedman, 1970; Devinney, 2009) argue
that CSR is a meaningless proposition and may be detrimental to a firm’s interest. CSR proponents,
in contrast, present arguments that range from ethical (e.g., Donaldson, 1982; Freeman, 1984) to
political (e.g., Bansal, 2005; Campbell, 2007) to instrumental (e.g., McWilliams & Siegel, 2000;
Orlitzky et al., 2003; Waddock & Graves, 1997). While debate remains, the instrumental or
‘business case’ rationale, which focuses on the wide array of benefits that firms could derive from
their social engagement, has received substantial scholarly attention as there is a growing interest
among practitioners on the consequences of CSR (Panwar, Nybakk, Hansen, & Pinkse, 2017).
In a comprehensive review, Carroll and Shabana (2010), identify four broad categories of
benefits that firms can reap from their CSR commitments: (1) cost and risk reduction; (2)
strengthened legitimacy and reputation; (3) competitive advantages from stronger relationships
and support from key stakeholders; and (4) enhanced financial performance. Whereas most of the
empirical research concerning the business case argument has examined the effect of CSR on
financial performance, the examination of the strategic implications of CSR for firm’s scope
decisions is very much in its infancy (McWilliams et al., 2006).
In terms of VI, anecdotal evidence suggests that firms CSR engagement might be a relevant
factor in consideration, affecting such strategic decisions. Notwithstanding, such evidence is, at
best, mixed, as it lies on both possible sides of the argument concerning the link between CSR and
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VI. Namely, some pieces of evidence suggest that CSR might negatively affect VI, whereas other
suggest the reverse.
On the one hand, a recent case study on Barilla, one of the most important pasta producers
worldwide, concerned by the declining quality of their food products, initiated in 2010 a
sustainable farming program that consisted of partnerships with small-holder farmers. This
initiative aimed at helping small-holders replacing monoculture with crop rotation by means of
supporting their decision-making, and generating widely-accessible guidelines for sustainabilityoriented cropping practices. The farming program has been deemed to have improved
sustainability of farming practices by establishing clear rules on quality standards of key inputs,
generating shared economic, social, as well as ecological benefits for Barilla and their suppliers
(Pogutz & Winn, 2016). This way, the latter would offer an example of how CSR engagement
might decrease the need of VI, fostering collaboration among value-chain partners.
On the other hand, Taylor Guitars, concerned by the quality and sustainability of their
products, decided to acquire an ebony mill in Cameroon in 2012, given that the endangered wood
is preferred for guitar fingerboards. The company has since been actively engaged in sustainable
ebony harvesting and processing in their wholly-owned mill10. Similarly, in 2015, IKEA, the
Swedish furniture giant, backward vertically integrated into forest land in Romania to secure a
long-term access to sustainably managed wood, marking the first time the company manages its
own forest operations11. Considering the saliency in the minds of consumers, shareholders,
managers and public policy of current debates concerning CSR performance in the context of

10
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http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jun/07/business/la-fi-taylor-ebony-20120607 (accessed 28 June 2018)
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ikea-gets-deeper-into-the-woods-1438310691 (accessed 28 June 2018)
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global value chains (Kim & Davis, 2016), an explicit understanding of whether and how CSR
affects VI is a timely inquiry.
In the following section, I propose competing hypotheses to address this inquiry.
Competing hypotheses derived from different theories offers a fortuitous situation from a theory
testing perspective (Miller & Tsang, 2011). I draw on RG and TCE perspectives to develop the
hypotheses that shall be subsequently tested.
3.4
3.4.1

Hypotheses
The RG Perspective
The RG perspective conceptualizes CSR engagement as the voluntary adoption of norms

that may limit a firm’s opportunistic behavior (Jones, 1995). From this standpoint, CSR would
function as a relational governance mechanism (Macneil, 1978; 1980), which refers to the extent
to which exchange partners engage in “behavioral routines that facilitate the development of
informal self-enforcing safeguards in the relationship” (Sarkar, Aulakh, & Madhok, 2009: 587).
Here, economic exchange is understood in a larger context of social interactions that relies on
cooperation among partners (Granovetter, 1985). Buyers and suppliers would typically define
mutual expectations and make joint plans to deal with future contingencies in the relationship
(Mathrani & Mathrani, 2016). Overall, the RG perspective offers compelling explanations of how
social interaction can be an effective means to foster interests’ alignment, reduce information
asymmetries, as well as the incentives for parties to pursue self-serving behavior (Baker, Gibbons,
& Murphy, 2002; Poppo et al., 2008).
More specifically, CSR may enable supplier-buyer collaboration via two main
mechanisms: (1) shared norms; and (2) the use of network ties. First, as global firms operate in a
context of interconnectedness, where their performance depends critically upon their linkages to
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other firms (Oliver, 1990), it becomes incumbent upon them to signal their trustworthiness. One
particularly powerful signal in this direction is a firm’s level of CSR engagement (Husted, 2007).
High levels of CSR performance would help firms not only to attract, but also retain suppliers who
want to associate with reputable customers (Chen, 2010). As suppliers share professional norms
with their buyers, the more likely high-trust cooperation would arise between partners (Husted,
1994). This way, high CSR performance spurs partners’ willingness to uphold contracts and even
honor informal commitments, enhancing value chain coordination and reducing the incentives to
perform activities internally (i.e., VI) (Campbell, 2007).
Second, previous literature suggests that as firms develop their CSR practices, they engage
with the firm stakeholders, generating networking opportunities with resource providers which
may be of great help towards mitigating emerging conflicts (Aguilera, Filatotchev, & Gospel,
2008). The consolidation of network ties helps firms in conveying an image of legitimacy and
fairness in their decisions and procedures (Husted, 1998), building a perception of mutual
commitment with partners, which enhances suppliers’ willingness to support the firm (Shahzad &
Rutherford, 2016). Yet again, the latter increases the incentives to outsource activities.
In sum, the RG perspective argues that in improving their CSR performance, firms develop
valuable relational capital that mitigates information-gathering problems and conflicts, and
increases trust and collaboration. This would lead to successful inter-organizational exchange,
increasing the incentives to outsource vis-à-vis to increase VI. Consistent with this view, I
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1: Higher levels of CSR engagement would negatively affect the level of VI.
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Borrowing from the RG literature, two conditions, when working together with CSR,
would further decrease the costs of outsourcing vis-à-vis VI: (1) buyer’s asset specificity; and (2)
geographic diversification.
According to RG theory, buyer’s asset specificity – i.e., investments in assets that cannot be
profitably deployed for other applications (Williamson, 1985)- may function as a pledge for
commitment and business continuity (Poppo et al., 2008). Examples of buyer’s-specific assets
include investments in suppliers’ personnel training, the installation of dedicated equipment, or
the set up of relation-specific logistics processes (Joshi & Stump, 1999).
Under higher levels of asset specificity, buying firms’ costs of shifting suppliers are higher,
such that they will have less incentives to behave opportunistically and can more credibly signal
future business to suppliers (Brahm & Tarzijan, 2016). Such expectations of continuity offer
suppliers incentives to make reciprocal investments to improve the productivity of the relationship
(White & Lui, 2005). From an RG perspective, buyers and suppliers would be willing to make
such investments to show their willingness to work together and share risks (Heide & John, 1992).
This would lead to trust-based inter-organizational exchange, with increasing incentives to favor
market exchanges.
If there is no specificity in the relationship, then the buyer can shift to a different supplier
without much penalty which, in turn, would eliminate the credibility of future rewards to the
external supplier. In other words, credibility is enhanced when the buyer risks losing value from
defection (Williamson, 1983). This interaction may also be rationalized from a different angle:
higher incentives for collaboration are most useful when the risk of opportunism is higher, that is,
when specificity is present in the transaction. Therefore, when buyer’s asset specificity works
collectively with CSR, lower levels of VI would be expected.
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Second, when firms diversify into multiple geographic markets, they will interact with
suppliers that they may not have experienced before (Mitchell & Singh, 1996). In general, as firms
enter new markets, they engage in new buyer–supplier relationships which are expected to be
characterized by low levels of trust due to the lack of a history of previous interactions (Abdi &
Aulakh, 2017). Firms can leverage their CSR engagement to signal trustworthiness to attract local
suppliers who want to partner up with socially responsible firms (Su & Tsang, 2015). Additionally,
buyer’s high CSR performance can support suppliers’ perceptions of fairness of the exchange
(Husted, 1998), which are critical to build up relational quality in complex transactions,
particularly those involving new offshore suppliers (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Poppo & Zhou, 2014).
Furthermore, buyers’ CSR performance has been considered an effective safeguard in the
context of cross-border exchange, reducing the incentives to undertake activities internally
(Husted, 2007). The role of buyers’ CSR performance as a safeguard has been deemed most
effective when the supplier can beneﬁt from future co-operation with the buyer, as well as when
well-reputed buyers (on the grounds of their high CSR performance), could potentially harm the
supplier by communicating non-compliance to other relevant actors, often times through business
networks (Pedersen & Andersen, 2006). This way, higher CSR performance and geographic
diversification would have a mutually reinforcing, weakening effect on VI. Based on the above
discussion, I formulate the following conditional hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a: The negative effect of CSR on VI will be stronger as buyer’s asset specificity
increases
Hypothesis 2b: The negative effect of CSR on VI will be stronger as buyer’s geographic
diversification increases
The conceptual model for the RG perspective is summarized on Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 The RG Perspective - Conceptual Model

3.4.2

The TCE Perspective
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, inasmuch as firms outsource production

globally, their legitimate status would be a function not only of their own practices but also of
those of their suppliers (Heide, Kumar, & Wathne, 2014). High CSR performing firms, to the
extent they value environmental, social, and corporate governance performance, come under
pressure to strengthen vertical coordination among suppliers to avoid reputational spillovers as a
result of illegal, unethical, or even dangerous behavior at the factory level (Aguilera & Rupp, 2007;
Brammer & Pavelin, 2006; Parmigiani et al., 2011). In this context, vertical coordination refers to
firms’ accountability on how activities are executed and how information between independent
firms flows along the supply chain (Buvik & John, 2000).
TCE posits that it is calculation and not trust what, at the end of the day, will determine the
extent of cooperation in buyer-supplier relationships (Williamson, 1975, 1985, 1996). From this
standpoint, a higher degree of control of suppliers’ conduct is considered essential for firms to help
them mitigate the risks associated with reputational hazards (Klassen & Vereecke, 2012). Hence,
firms would rely on suppliers’ monitoring to obtain strategic information about factories’
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compliance (Boyd, Spekman, Kamauff, & Werhane, 2007). However, suppliers’ conduct may be
difficult to control because of information asymmetries (Akerlof, 1970), which may imply that
buyers may not trust the suppliers’ claims in terms of their CSR standards, resulting in transaction
hazards. I thus argue that, if the enforcement of these CSR standards is weak, then monitoring will
be needed as a mechanism to economize measurement transaction costs (Barzel, 1982). As a
governance strategy, monitoring is here aimed at constraining suppliers’ opportunism and
mitigating spillover costs by reducing information asymmetries (Short, Toffel, & Hugill, 2016).
Monitoring efforts, nonetheless, may come along with higher transaction costs (Ouchi,
1980). First, improving firms’ CSR performance by implementing suppliers’ monitoring involves
introducing new actors along the supply chain-most frequently, external certification bodies or
auditors- (Montiel, Husted, & Christmann, 2012). Incorporating these new actors increases
transaction costs, given that firms need to identify reliable partners, craft contracts and enforce
compliance mechanisms (Acquier et al., 2017).
Second, monitoring can be perceived as a signal of distrust from the side of suppliers
(Heide et al., 2007). The presence of more stringent controls may conflict with suppliers’
commitment to self-regulation and reflect buyers’ concern that suppliers would work only to boost
their own interests. Cooperative exchange may be thus unhinged due to eroded suppliers’
perceptions of fairness and trust (Poppo & Zhou, 2014). Moreover, under high monitoring levels,
a common reaction of the distrusted party (i.e., supplier) is retaliatory behavior, including noncompliance (Boyd et al., 2007).
In sum, from a TCE perspective, higher levels of CSR performance increase the
comparative costs of outsourcing via (1) the incorporation of new actors along the supply chain
(i.e., monitors); (2) increasing the likelihood of supplier’s retaliatory behavior. Thence, I put forth:
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Hypothesis 3: Higher levels of CSR performance would positively affect the level of VI
Again, I examine two conditions that would moderate the relationship between CSR and
VI: (1) buyer’s asset specificity; (2) geographic diversification.
As suggested above, specific assets typically impose switching costs to buyers: switching
vendors tends to be a non-credible threat given that specific assets are worth little outside the
supplying relationship (Poppo, Zhou, & Zenger, 2008). Buyer’s asset specificity thus exacerbates
dependence on the focal supplier (Williamson, 1985). However, in the absence of relational norms,
TCE operates under the assumption that suppliers would pursue their self-interest (Artz & Brush,
2000). When there are buyer’s specific assets at stake, behavioural uncertainty makes it incumbent
to the firm to monitor supplier’s potential for opportunistic behavior, such as hold-up (failure to
perform) or incompetence (inability to perform), generating additional transaction costs (Grover
& Malhotra, 2003). Hence, buyer’s asset specificity increases monitoring needs, which would in
turn further increase transaction costs of outsourcing, making of VI a more desirable governance
choice.
A second factor increasing transaction costs of outsourcing vis-a-vis VI is a firms’ exposure
to a broader set of geographic markets. Geographically diversified firms face a wider choice of
potential transaction partners along with greater uncertainty regarding suppliers’ social and
environmental capabilities, most valuable for high CSR performing firms (Short et al., 2016). To
reduce reputational risks of offshore outsourcing, global firms typically require overseas suppliers
to comply with globally recognized standards on environmental sustainability, working conditions,
and human rights, which their adherence will be monitored (Montiel et al., 2012).
Buying firms, however, lack embeddedness in the information networks of the host
country. Thus, suppliers’ monitoring costs increase as the number of host markets that the firm
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operates in grows (Acquier et al., 2017; Macher & Richman, 2008). Moreover, as firms expand in
the geographical dimension, cultural and institutional distance with exchange partners tends to
increase, complicating the understanding of suppliers’ behavior and conduct (Contractor et al.,
2010). Hence, buyers suffer from the behavioral uncertainty from bringing together partners from
disparate socio-cognitive environments, which adds to the uncertainties inherent to a new host
country’s external environment (Abdi & Aulakh, 2017). In this context, accommodating or
overcoming differences requires adjustment by the partners to achieve the objectives of the
contract, causing one or both partners to incur greater costs in terms of time and effort (White &
Lui, 2005). As transaction costs pertaining to enforcing compliance rise, incentives to perform
activities internally increase. I thus argue that the positive link between CSR and VI will be
stronger for more geographically diversified firms.
Based on the above discussion, I formulate the following conditional hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4a: The positive effect of CSR on VI will be stronger as buyer’s asset specificity
increases
Hypothesis 4b: The positive effect of CSR on VI will be stronger as buyer´s geographic
diversification increases
The conceptual model for the TCE perspective is summarized on Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 The TCE Perspective - Conceptual Model

3.5
3.5.1

Methods
Approach, Data and Sample
The goal of this study is to determine how CSR performance affects the level of VI. I

conduct the analyses on a longitudinal, as well as in a cross-industry basis since firms most
frequently vertically integrate across industries (Fan & Lang, 2000). This approach intends to
contribute to a general understanding of vertical boundaries, overcoming the inherent limitations
of cross-sectional, case, sector-specific surveys, or field data.
I rely on a panel of global firms listed under the Standard & Poor's 500 index (S&P 500)
along the period 2002-2014. The S&P 500 covers the market capitalizations of 500 large
multinational companies having common stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange or
NASDAQ. I collected data for firms listed under S&P500 as of November 2016. To determine
constituent firms, I relied on Mergent Online © database.
Based on the inherent difficulties in quantitatively measuring VI in the financial and media
sectors (e.g., Jacobides, 2005; Morris et al., 2016; Mudambi & Venzin, 2010), I restricted the
dataset and excluded firms under the finance, insurance, real estate trust, and global media industry
groups. In addition, I excluded members of the S&P500 which have been founded after 2002. I
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draw from Global Compustat database to measure VI as it provides panel data for a large
population of global firms.
My final sample consists of an unbalanced panel of 285 S&P500 companies along the
period 2002-2014, totaling 2881 firm-year observations. The sample includes firm-year pairs from
49 industries, belonging to 19 major industry groups as per Global Industry Classification (GIC)
Standard, across 11 countries. Sample distribution across industry groups and countries is
described on Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively.

Industry Group
1010
1510
2010
2020
2030
2510
2520
2530
2550
3010
3020
3030
3510
3520
4510
4520
4530
5010
5510

Description
Energy
Materials
Capital Goods
Commercial and Professional Services
Transportation
Automobiles and Components
Consumer Durables and Apparel
Consumer Services
Retailing
Food and Staples Retailing
Food, Beverage and Tobacco
Household and Personal Products
Health Care Equipment and Services
Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology and Life Sciences
Software and Services
Technology Hardware and Equipment
Semiconductors and Semiconductor Equipment
Telecommunication Services
Utilities
GRAND TOTAL

Number of Firms
23
22
38
3
12
8
14
6
21
8
18
4
13
23
22
11
10
5
24
285

Table 3-1 – VI and CSR: Sample Distribution Across Industry Groups
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Head Quarters Country
Bermuda
British Virgin Islands
Ireland
Liberia
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
Panama
Singapore
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
GRAND TOTAL

Number of Firms
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
268
285

Table 3-2 – VI and CSR: Sample Distribution Across Countries

3.5.2
3.5.2.1

Measures
Vertical Integration
There are a host of hybrid quantitative-qualitative methods to measure VI. Hybrid methods

are unsuitable for cross-industry research as it is my purpose here. Among the strictly quantitative
measurement approaches, the most widely used are the value-added to sales ratio (VA/S) and the
input-output connection approach (Fan & Lang, 2000). VA/S has been a common measure (Lajili,
Madunic, & Mahoney, 2007) and it aims to reflect that, as firms participate in more activities along
the value chain (i.e., increase VI), they increase the amount of value-added12 (i.e., sales minus
purchases) vis-à-vis the share of external purchases.
VA/S scores, however, may be distorted by changes in profitability or by accounting
standards concerning tax and depreciation (Hutzschenreuter & Groene, 2009). To calculate the

12

Following Tucker and Wilder (1977), I measure value added for each firm -year pair as the sum of the following
items, which were obtained from Global Compustat: depreciation and amortization, interest expense, labor and related
expense, pension and retirement expense, incentive compensation expense, income taxes, net income and rental
expense.
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VA/S indexes for each company addressing such distortions, I followed the adjustment
methodology proposed by Tucker and Wilder (1977):
VA/S = VA – (net income + income taxes) / Sales – (net income + income taxes)
3.5.2.2

CSR
To measure CSR, I used a panel dataset with economic, environmental, social, and

governance performance (ESG) scores from Thomson Reuters ASSET4. A number of recent
studies have adopted ASSET4 ESG dataset to measure firms’ CSR performance (e.g., Cheng et
al., 2014; Eccles et al., 2014; Hawn & Ioannou, 2016; Ioannou & Serafeim, 2015; Rathert, 2016).
Thomson Reuters ASSET4 provides an objective, relevant, auditable, and systematic information
tool for investors, who can integrate environmental, social, and corporate governance elements
into their investment analysis and decisions. Since 2002, ASSET4 has offered a comprehensive
dataset for the assessment of corporate performance within the three CSR pillars: (1)
environmental performance; (2) social performance; and (3) corporate governance. Every firm
receives a score on each of these pillars every year. Indicatively, I note that for: (1) environmental
performance, data would typically include resource (e.g., water or energy) use reduction, emission
reduction, and product innovation; (2) for social performance data captures community
contributions, health and safety concerns, employees training and development opportunities,
human rights engagement, and product responsibility; (3) finally, for corporate governance
performance data includes board structure and functions, compensation policy, protection of
shareholder rights, vision and strategy, among others13.

13

Source:
Thompson
Reuters,
ESG
Data
Fact-sheet.
Available
online:
https://financial.thomsonreuters.com/content/dam/openweb/documents/pdf/financial/esg-scores-factsheet.pdf.
Accessed 19 February 2018.
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For the analysis, I used annual ESG scores from ASSET4 to construct a composite CSR
index. Following the convention established by extant CSR literature that has assigned equal
importance (i.e., weights) to the three CSR pillars (e.g., Cheng et al., 2014; Hillman & Keim, 2001;
Waddock & Graves, 1997; Waldman, Siegel, & Javidan, 2006), I computed CSR as an equally
weighted average of the ESG scores of each firm-year pair in the panel database.
3.5.2.3

Moderating Variables
Lacking a direct measure of asset specificity (usually obtained through surveys), I relied

on secondary data to proxy this construct. Following extant research, I measured asset specificity
as the logarithm of the ratio of the book value of a firm’s property, plant and equipment to the
number of employees (from Global Compustat) (Ziedonis, 2004). Investments in property, plant
and equipment are usually difficult to re-deploy and are less likely to be valuable for other firms
should the company need to liquidate assets (Berrone, Fosfuri, Gelabert, & Gomez-Mejia, 2013).
In addition, a firm’s geographic diversification has been measured computing the logarithm
number of geographic segments reported per year (from Global Compustat).
3.5.2.4

Control Variables
Acknowledging that different industry groups display differences in their levels of capital

intensity (Kleindorfer & Wu, 2003), and that industries present differences in their evolutionary
stages -with mature industries showing reductions in transaction costs leading to specialization
and vertical de-integration (Jacobides and Winter 2005)-, my models include industry fixed
effects, grouping firms by GIC industry codes. Consistent with previous research suggesting that
vertical scope would be contingent to boundary conditions in the broader political and
macroeconomic environment (Peng, 2003), models control for year and country fixed effects as
well.
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I also controlled for a number of firm-level variables. Previous literature has suggested that
larger firms have a greater ability to pursue acquisitions and hence would be more prone to VI
(Villalonga & McGahan, 2005). I measure firm size computing the natural logarithm of firm’s
assets (from Compustat). Additionally, firm’s financial slack – measured using account receivables
to sales ratio (from Compustat), captures how well a company can meet its short-term financial
liabilities, and has been deemed to influence risk-taking behavior (Schilling & Steensma, 2002).
Firms concerns on supply shortages may can be mitigated through VI, for which they require
financial resources (Balakrishnan & Wernerfelt, 1986). I anticipate that an increase in the
receivables to sales ratio, reflects a decrease in the availability of short-term financial resources
that, in turn, reduces the likelihood of increasing the level of VI.
Lastly, the dependent variable (i.e., VA/S score) implicitly captures that a firm may be
active in many industries that may or may not be vertically integrated. Added, internal organization
costs are likely to be higher when there is dissimilarity between the activities whereas, the greater
the firm’s business diversification, the greater the likelihood of commonalities or economies of
scope. The latter have been deemed to lead to increases in the level of VI (Hutzschenreuter &
Groene, 2009). I thus control for firm business diversification, using the logarithm of the number
of business segments as reported in Global Compustat.
3.5.3

Analysis
Table 3-3 depicts descriptive statistics and pairwise correlations for my measures.
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VA/S
CSR (ESG)
Asset Specificty (AS)
Slack (rectosales)
Size (logassets)
Business Diversification (logbusseg)
Geographic Diversification (loggeoseg)

Mean
0.709
0.645
9.285
0.155
9.149
2.126
2.147

SD
0.255
0.222
1.575
0.156
1.345
0.727
0.754

VA/S
1
0.1342*
0.3819*
-0.0529*
0.2407*
-0.0396*
0.1045*

ESG
1
0.1295*
0.0601*
0.5364*
0.1758*
0.2604*

AS

rectosales

1
0.0421*
1
0.3986* 0.1599*
-0.0865* 0.1687*
0.0309* 0.1366*

logassets

1
0.1281*
0.3585*

logbusseg loggeoseg

1
0.1733*

1

* n = 2881
* Correlations significant at p< 0.05

Table 3-3 VI and CSR: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

I test hypotheses using panel data regression. The nature of the longitudinal data required to run a series of diagnostic tests.
Modified Wald test for fixed effect regression models, identified group-wise heteroskedasticity (p< 0.001). However, I rejected the
null hypothesis for the Wooldridge (2010) test for autocorrelation in panel data, indicating no evidence of first order auto-correlation.
To identify the relationship between CSR and VI, I proceeded in a step-wise fashion using a three-pronged approach towards
addressing endogeneity concerns. I describe the empirical strategy in detail below.
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3.5.3.1

Baseline Specification
The baseline specification examines the relation between CSR and VI using linear OLS

regression. Considering the results of initial diagnostic tests, I conducted the analysis using panelcorrected standard errors14. Results, robust to heteroskedasticity, are presented on Table 3-4.

Dependent Variable
Value Added/ Sales

CSR
Asset Specificity (AS) (log)
Slack (Receivables/Sales)
Size (log)
Geographic Diversification (GEO) (log)
Business Diversification (log)

Model 1
b/se
0.0983***
0.0229
0.0236**
0.0080
(0.0757)***
0.0222
0.0092
0.0062
0.0158
0.0102
(0.0026)
0.0063

CSRxAS (log)
CSRxGEO (log)
Constant
Industry Fixed Effects
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
R-Squared

0.4532***
0.0980
Yes
Yes
Yes
2881
0.4647

Model 2
b/se
0.0923***
0.0222
0.0182**
0.0075
(0.0775)***
0.0219
0.0119*
0.0062
0.0153
0.0101
(0.0019)
0.0062
(0.0436)***
0.0109
(0.1565)**
0.0496
0.4627***
0.0978
Yes
Yes
Yes
2881
0.4745

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Table 3-4 VI and CSR: Baseline Specification (Panel Corrected Errors)

14

I used the xtpcse command in STATA SE 12.
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A first baseline model (Model 1) contains industry, country and year fixed effects, along
main effect variables and firm level controls. In a subsequent step (Model 2), I test the interaction
effects of CSR and buyer’s asset specificity and geographic diversification, using the
multiplicative moderation approach (Aiken, West, & Reno, 1991).
Model 1 shows the coefficient CSR is positive and significant (β=0.0983 p <0.01). In
addition, model 1 shows that after controlling for industry affiliation, asset specificity positively
affects VI (β=0.0236 (β=1.024 after taking antilog); p <0.01).
Model 2 tests moderation. Intervening predictors have been mean-centered to avoid any
non-essential multicollinearity, and to be able to compute meaningful cross-product terms (Cohen
& Cohen, 1983). The interaction between buyer’s asset specificity and CSR (CSRxAS) is positive
and significant (β= -0.0436, after taking anti-log β=1.045; p <0.01), showing that as asset
specificity increases, the positive link between CSR and VI is strengthened. Added, the interaction
between buyer’s geographic diversification and CSR (CSRxGEO) has been deemed positive and
significant (β= -0.1565, after taking anti-log β=1.1694; p <0.05).
Results show expected signs for financial slack (negative and significant) and firm size
(positive and significant, after taking anti-log β=1.0119). I did not find significant main effects of
business diversification, and only marginally significant in the case of geographic diversification.
A possible explanation for this is that there is no substantial variance along these dimensions in
the representative sample of global S&P 500 firms, characterized by a majority US headquartered
firms (i.e., 94% of in-sample firms, as per Table 3-2).
3.5.3.2

Instrumental Variables Specification
Baseline regression analyses may break down under certain conditions and produce biased

estimates that may lead to incorrect inference (Hamilton & Nickerson, 2003). A key concern herein
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is that my former results may be spurious, if driven by measurement errors or omitted variables
bias. The latter pertains to the fact that managers may decide upon CSR based on factors that may
be unobservable, and may also affect how vertically integrated or dispersed their value chains are
(Bascle, 2008).
I address concerns on potential endogeneity using instrumental variables estimation. To
conduct the test, I generated two instruments for CSR. Having more than a single instrument is
important towards being able to run a number of diagnostic tests to better assess their validity and
relevance. Instrument validity entails the satisfaction of what the literature refers to as the
‘orthogonality condition’, which basically means testing the exogeneity or the uncorrelatedness
with the error term of the structural equation. Meanwhile, instrument relevance implies the
existence of a strong correlation between the endogenous regressor and the instrument in question
(Bascle, 2008). Instrument exogeneity and relevance are pre-requisites for robust inference using
instrumental variables estimation (Wooldridge, 2010).
First, I used the D-SOCIAL-KLD series by Carroll et al. (2016)15 to instrument CSR
engagement as a composite index, including its three pillars: environmental, social, and corporate
governance performance. These scholars have used item response theory (IRT) to model firms’
CSR activities to improve the most widespread measure of CSR, the KLD Index (Waddock &
Graves, 1997). The KLD index is constructed for each firm-year pair as the sum of “strength”
indicators across the three CSR pillars (i.e., environmental, social, and corporate governance),
subtracting out the sum of “concern” indicators, again across CSR pillars (Carroll et al., 2016).
The rationale for using D-SOCIAL-KLD scores as one of my instruments is that they account for

15

Available online at www.socialscores.org, accessed 19 February 2018.
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measurement errors that may bias results, given each firm-year score is estimated as a latent
variable using IRT techniques (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). Second, previous research has
shown that CSR performance is determined by industry characteristics (Ioannou & Serafeim,
2012). I generated exogenous variation of CSR at the firm level creating an additional instrument
by calculating the average CSR (i.e., ESG score) for each industry-year pair, excluding the
contribution of the focal firm.
I used two-stages least squares (2SLS) estimation robust to heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation. Following Bascle (2008), I implemented the analysis specifying a generalized
method of moments option that allows for clustering errors at the firm level. This specification is
deemed to yield efficient estimates and valid inference (Wooldridge, 2010). Results are presented
on Table 3-5.
A first baseline model (Model 3) contains industry, country and year fixed effects, along
main effect variables, and firm level controls. In a subsequent step, I introduced moderating
variables (Model 4).
I report the results of three post-estimation tests to show that instruments satisfy the
conditions of exogeneity (i.e., orthogonality) and relevance. First, the rejection of the null
hypothesis of the underidentification test (Kleibergen-Paap LM statistic, robust under
heteroskedasticity) indicates that the model is identified for the data. Second, the F-Statistic of
Kleibergen-Raap rk Wald is over 134 (Model 3) and over 49 (Model 4), showing instruments are
relevant and strong. Finally, the over-identification test (Hansen J Statistic, robust under
heteroskedasticity) assesses whether instruments comply with the orthogonality condition. If the
p-value is small, this suggest the instruments are not exogenous. For this data, the p-value is large
enough (p= 0.2597) not to reject the null hypothesis for both Models 3 and 4.
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Model 3
First Stage

Model 4

Value Added/ Sales

First Stage

b/se

b/se

b/se

CSR
dKLD
(Instrument 1 for CSR: d_social_score)
INDESG
(Instrument 2 for CSR: industry mean of CSR)
AS (log)
Slack (Receivables/Sales)
Size (log)
Geographic Diversification (log)
Business Diversification (log)

0.2483**
0.0719
0.0513***
0.0033
(0.0104)**
0.0504
(0.0203)**
0.0073
(0.0534)
0.0486
0.0396***
0.0062
(0.0062)
0.0072
(0.0030)
0.0071

0.0295**
0.0124
(0.1178)
0.0742
(0.0090)
0.0087
0.0178
0.0147
(0.0069)
0.0097

KLDxAS (log)
(Instrument 1 for CSRxAS)
INDESGxAS (log)
(Instrument 2 for CSRxAS)
KLDxGEO (log)
(Instrument 1 for CSRxGEO)
INDESGxGEO (log)
(Instrument 2 for CSRxGEO)
CSRxAS (log)

Yes
Yes
Yes
2178
0.4716

Yes
Yes
Yes
2178
0.0247
194.347
(p = 0.0000)
134.004
0.609
(p = 0.4352)

b/se

0.2492**
0.0740
0.0512***
0.0033
(0.1125)**
0.0516
(0.0193)*
0.0075
(0.0530)
0.0485
0.0398***
0.0064
0.0059
0.0073
(0.0032)
0.0072
(0.0015)
0.0014599
(0.0729)**
0.0313449
0.0011
0.0026
(0.1167)**
0.0533

CSRxGEO (log)
Industry Fixed Effects
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
(Centered) R-Squared
Kleibergen-Raap rk LM statistic
(Underidentification test)
Kleibergen-Raap rk Wald F statistic
(Weak identification test)
Hansen J statistic
(Overidentification test)

Value Added/ Sales

Yes
Yes
Yes
2178
0.4755

0.0257**
0.0118
(0.1512)**
0.0705
(0.0066)
0.0087
0.0170
0.0138
(0.0038)
0.0100

0.0030
0.0180
(0.2745)**
0.1083
Yes
Yes
Yes
2178
0.0403
203.329
(p = 0.0000)
49.926
4.016
(p = 0.2597)

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01
*: heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation-robust

Table 3-5 VI and CSR: Instrumental Variables Specification (2SLS)
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Model 3 shows that instrumental variables regression produces consistent results with the
baseline specification. The coefficient CSR is positive and significant (β=0.2483 p <0.01). Model
4 tests moderation effects. Here, the main effect of CSR of VI is similar as in Model 3. The
corresponding interaction term (CSRxGEO) has been deemed positive and significant (β= -0.2745,
after taking anti-log β=1.3159; p <0.05), showing that as buyer’s geographic dispersion increases,
the positive link between CSR and VI is strengthened.
3.5.3.3

Simultaneous Equations Specification
Finally, I complement the analyses using simultaneous equations. Towards treating any

remaining endogeneity concerns, this time those resulting from simultaneity bias (i.e., causal
effects obtained in both directions), I endogenize both CSR and VI and estimate a system of
equations (one for each plausible causal direction). I use three-stage least squares (3SLS) as the
estimation method to produce consistent estimates (Wooldridge, 2010)16. In implementing the
analysis, I used the same instruments for CSR as in 3.5.3.2 (i.e., ‘Instrumental Variables
Specification’). In addition, I instrumented VI using the average VA/S score for each industry-year
pair, excluding the focal firm contribution.
Table 3-6 shows simultaneous equation results, which are presented in a step-wise fashion:
Model 5 contains industry, country and year fixed effects, along main effect variables and firm
level controls; Model 6 tests for moderation effects.

16

I used the reg3 command in STATA SE 12.
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Model 5

CSR

Value Added/ Sales

CSR

b/se

b/se

0.2333***
0.0560

Value Added/ Sales
dKLD
(Instrument 1 for CSR: d_social_score)
INDESG
(Instrument 2 for CSR: industry mean of CSR)
INDVI
(Instrument for VI: industry mean of Value Added/Sales
AS (log)
Slack (Receivables/Sales)
Size (logassets)
Geographic Diversification (log)
Business Diversification (log)

Model 6

0.2903**
0.1289
0.0477***
0.0028
(0.1043)**
0.0384
(0.3696)***
0.0653
0.0275***
0.0073
(0.1177)**
0.0538
(0.0074)
0.0080
0.0174**
0.0073
(0.0084)
0.0075

(0.0272)***
0.0065
(0.0164)
0.0456
0.0391***
0.0050
0.0005
0.0062
(0.0007)
0.0059

CSRxGEO (log)

Industry Fixed Effects
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
(Centered) R-Squared

0.8601***
0.1004
Yes
Yes
Yes
2159
0.4642

CSR
b/se

0.2521***
0.0547

CSRxAS (log)

KLDxAS (log)
(Instrument 1 for CSRxAS)
INDESGxAS (log)
(Instrument 2 for CSRxAS)
KLDxGEO (log)
(Instrument 1 for CSRxGEO)
INDESGxGEO (log)
(Instrument 2 for CSRxGEO)
Constant

Value Added/
Sales
b/se

0.0140
0.1069
Yes
Yes
Yes
2159
0.5473

0.4168***
0.1090
0.0464***
0.0028
(0.1028)**
0.0372
(0.3023)***
0.0609
0.0207**
0.0074
(0.1414)**
0.0534
(0.0076)
0.0078
0.0153**
0.0072
(0.0059)
0.0074
(0.0564)***
0.0135
(0.1415)***
0.0260

0.8475***
0.0979
Yes
Yes
Yes
2159
0.4702

(0.0273)***
0.0064
(0.0103)
0.0470
0.0382***
0.0053
(0.0037)
0.0069
(0.0011)
0.0062

0.0033***
0.0011
(0.0544)**
0.0239
0.0043*
0.0025
(0.1058)**
0.0395
(0.0658)
0.0970
Yes
Yes
Yes
2159
0.4955

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Table 3-6 VI and CSR: Simultaneous Equations Specification (3SLS)
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Model 5 results are comparable to the instrumental variables specification. Specifically,
3SLS results suggest that higher CSR performance is associated with higher levels of VI, yet also
higher levels of VI are associated with higher levels of CSR performance. However, a close
inspection of the estimated coefficients shows that CSR performance has a higher economic effect
compared to VI17. Firms that score in the 75th percentile of CSR performance have a level of VI
that is 8.81 per cent higher compared to firms scoring in the 25th percentile. This is equal to 35
percent of the standard deviation of VI. Conversely, firms that score in the 75th percentile of VI
have a level of CSR performance that is 5.96 per cent higher compared to firms scoring in the 25th
percentile. This is equal to 27 percent of the standard deviation of CSR. I present these analyses in
the Appendix C.
I also qualified the economic effect of CSR on VI compared to the effect of VI on CSR for
the model including moderation effects (Model 6), obtaining similar results: controlling for the
effect of VI on CSR, CSR performance has a higher economic effect on VI compared to that of VI
on CSR (see Appendix C). In addition, model 6 shows positive and significant moderation effects
of buyer’s asset specificity and geographic diversification. The interaction between CSR and
buyer’s asset specificity (CSRxAS) in the first column of Model 6 is positive and significant (β=
-0.564, after taking anti-log β=0.9452; p <0.01). Likewise, interaction between CSR and buyer’s
geographic diversification (CSRxGEO) is positive and significant as well (β= -0.1415, after taking
anti-log β=0.8681; p <0.01).

17

I ran these post-estimation analyses using the predict option and aaplot for each estimated equation in STATA SE
12.
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In sum, after conducting the analyses, having controlled for endogeneity, I do not find
support either for Hypothesis 1 (i.e., negative relationship between CSR and VI), nor for
Hypotheses 2a and 2b (i.e., negative moderation effect of asset specificity and geographic
diversification, respectively). But, I do find support for Hypothesis 3 that proposed a positive
relationship between CSR and VI. Furthermore, Hypothesis 4a and Hypothesis 4b are
supported. The latter proposed positive moderation effects of asset specificity and geographic
diversification, strengthening the positive relationship between CSR and VI. These results are
consistent with the larger body of TCE research (David & Han, 2004; Geyskens, Steenkamp, &
Kumar, 2006). Hence, data offer support to the TCE perspective.
3.5.4

Robustness Checks
I further tested the sensitivity of results to different operationalizations of the CSR

construct. Consistent with more recent developments in the CSR literature I have argued that
corporate governance has grown increasingly aligned to CSR to be now considered one of its
constitutive elements (Kolk & Pinkse, 2010). However, CSR has been traditionally associated with
the voluntary integration of social and environmental aspects into corporate activities (Vogel,
2006). I thus ran additional analyses considering the distinct effects of the social and environmental
performance pillars, excluding corporate governance.
I first ran instrumental variables regression using the average social and environmental
scores for each industry-year pair, excluding the contribution of the focal firm, as my instruments
for social and environmental performance respectively. As I conducted the analysis, I failed to
reject the null hypothesis (H0 = instruments are exogenous) for the endogeneity test for the
proposed endogenous regressors (social and environmental performance) (p=0.1389). I therefore
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proceeded by the analysis using panel-corrected OLS regression. Results are reported on Table 37.

Dependent Variable
Value Added/ Sales

Social Performance
Environmental Performance
Asset Specificity (AS) (log)
Slack (Receivables/Sales)
Size (log)
Geographic Diversification (GEO) (log)
Business Diversification (log)
SocialxAS (log)
SocialxGEO (log)

Model 7
Model 8
b/se
b/se
0.0616*** 0.0605***
0.0214
0.0217
0.0173
0.0162
0.0230
0.0238
0.0238*** 0.0191**
0.0081
0.0076
(0.0779)*** (0.0793)***
0.0225
0.0221
0.0090
0.0116*
0.0063
0.0063
0.0162
0.0147
0.0102
0.0100
(0.0024)
(0.0019)
0.0062
0.0062
(0.0376)***
0.0129
(0.0979)**
0.0469

EnvironmentxAS (log)
EnvironmentxGEO (log)
Constant
Industry Fixed Effects
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
R-Squared

0.4728***
0.0989
Yes
Yes
Yes
2881
0.465

0.6955***
0.0741
Yes
Yes
Yes
2881
0.4741

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01
Table 3-7 Robustness Checks: VI and CSR as Social and Environmental Performance
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As shown on models 7 and 8, results are consistent with those of the main models. The
effect of social performance on VI is positive and significant (β= -0.0605; p <0.01). The
moderation effects of buyer’s asset specificity (SocialxAS; β= -0.0376, after taking anti-log β=
1.0383; p <0.01) as well as of buyer’s geographic diversification (SocialxGEO; β= -0.0979, after
taking anti-log β=0.9068; p <0.05), are also positive and significant. In contrast, environmental
performance shows no significant effect in relation to VI. An explanation for a weaker effect of
environmental performance is that the latter is largely driven by variation in industries
environmental externalities (Brammer & Pavelin, 2006). In fact, when industry fixed effects are
removed, the coefficient of environmental performance becomes positive and significant.
3.6

Discussion and Conclusion
I have examined how CSR affects a firm’s vertical boundaries. The literature presents a

theoretical dilemma that this work aimed to reconcile. This dilemma relates to whether firms with
higher levels of CSR tend to integrate more operations inside their boundaries to keep further
control of their supply chain, or outsource more activities to take advantage of the additional trust
with external suppliers. Results provide evidence that higher CSR performance would expand firm
boundaries, as is it associated with higher levels of VI.
Confidence in results relies on an identification strategy attentive to endogeneity concerns.
I have proceeded in a step-wise fashion in order to address three main sources of endogeneity:
errors-in-variables, omitted variables, and simultaneous causality (Bascle, 2008). The former two
were tackled using instrumental variables estimation; whereas the latter concerns were dealt with
using a simultaneous equations specification. Despite my efforts and consistent results, I remain
cautious about inferring causality.
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Following a TCE logic, I argue that my results are underpinned by two main mechanisms
that increase the transaction costs of outsourcing vis-à-vis VI. First, transaction costs of market
exchange increase because high CSR performers, as they value the social and environmental
performance of their suppliers, would engage new actors (i.e., typically certification bodies or
auditors) to oversee the activities and processes along the value chain (Boyd et al., 2007; Short et
al., 2016). Second, increased levels of suppliers’ monitoring worsen value chain performance as
they seed distrust in buyer-supplier relationships and build up threats of opportunistic behaviors
(Heide et al., 2014), which add up to the costs of monitoring and justify the use of VI. The fact
that results hold with more strength as the levels of both buyer’s asset specificity and geographic
diversification increase give additional support to my conjectures. When market exchange features
these characteristics, the costs of suppliers’ monitoring would further increase for more socially
responsible firms, who are concerned about social and environmental performance along the
different links of the value chain.
I believe these findings contribute to the TCE literature. The TCE framework uncovers
different adaptation needs or governance forms to support each transaction given a set of norms or
‘parameters’ that are determined at a higher level of analysis (Williamson, 2000). In this study,
by incorporating CSR into the analysis of VI variation, I aimed to account for the effect of such
‘parameters’ -namely, societal pressures and informal norms proxied using CSR- on firm behavior
(Husted & Folger, 2004; Oliver, 1991). Results suggest that global outsourcing practices might
not be compatible with a firm’s higher level of CSR engagement. CSR concerns would increase
the comparative costs of market exchange as it becomes imperative to monitor supply chains to
forestall reputational spillovers from suppliers’ misconduct (Heide et al., 2014; Short et al., 2016).
This way, my empirical analyses enrich TCE theory by developing a more explicit understanding
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of the link between institutional environments and the institutions of governance (Williamson,
1991, 1996).
In addition, I have considered global firms in their political role added to their economic
position in society, as they operate value chains where value creation is organised among legally
independent suppliers based in different countries (Acquier et al., 2017). While globalization
seems to have severely undermined the sovereignty of the nation-state, leading to the absence of
‘hard’ international law that would regulate business activities, civil society imposes rising licenseto-operate demands that global firms need to act upon (Doh et al., 2010; Scherer et al., 2006). In
this context, findings suggest the emergence of CSR engagement as an institution of private
governance in a globalized world (Brammer, Jackson, & Matten, 2012; Dauvergne & Lister,
2012). Private governance refers to the ability of private actors such as global firms to self-regulate
the processes and outcomes of their operations (Rathert, 2016). This way, I contribute to a more
nuanced understanding of the scope of CSR in the global firm context and highlight the role of
CSR as a legitimation strategy which is not just critical for a firm’s survival and success broadly
(Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Scherer & Palazzo, 2011), but specifically having a bearing upon
vertical boundary decisions.
That said, these findings also shed light into important areas of management practice.
Undoubtedly, these are days when running global firms is not an easy task. Civil society is
increasing the surveillance on corporate behavior to protect social and environmental rights
(Dauvergne & Lister, 2013; Vasudeva, 2013). Managers are compelled to rethink organizations as
not mere devices for structuring economically efficient transactions, but expected to govern
economic activities through a logic that is more overarching than that of the market (Ghoshal &
Moran, 1996). Results indicate that high CSR performing firms would tend to increase their level
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of VI to mitigate business risk. CSR managers are thus encouraged to pursue their agendas at the
highest corporate level, given that a stronger synergy between CSR and corporate strategy would
allow firms to be more effective in complying with increasing societal expectations on firms to
support human rights, uphold environmental standards, and run their business on an ethical
fashion.
Notwithstanding so, there should be some boundary conditions in the relationship between
CSR and VI. Even firms with the highest CSR standards will need to outsource some activities.
These activities should be those in which the additional costs of undertaking them in-house
surpasses the additional benefits accrued to monitoring the CSR performance of suppliers. Hence,
outsourced activities will tend to be those in which there are higher costs differentials in favor of
third parties (e.g., because of differential in capabilities), those in which it is easier to monitor the
suppliers´ CSR engagement, and those in which the benefits of monitoring suppliers are lower
(e.g., either because the activity is not core to the firm portfolio, or there exists common knowledge
that relevant suppliers engage in CSR and such that misconduct risk would be lower).
Finally, I recognize a number of limitations to my work. First, I acknowledge that CSR has
been subject to multiple characterizations (Dahlsrud, 2008; Garriga & Melé, 2004). In this chapter,
and consistent with important previous work in this area (e.g., Cheng et al., 2014; Hillman & Keim,
2001; Waddock & Graves, 1997) I have used a tripartite CSR conceptualization that considers
environmental, social and corporate governance performance. Nevertheless, data did not allow for
a more disaggregated operationalization of CSR performance into its component activities (e.g.,
Hawn & Ioannou, 2016). Follow up studies should help in building up a more itemized
understanding of the links between CSR activities and corporate strategies.
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Second, another concern pertains to the fact that firms could potentially game ESG (CSR)
ratings. Yet, for Thompson Reuters ASSET 4, firm reported data is but one of the sources used to
build the ratings. Additional sources that Thompson Reuters utilizes to triangulate information
include NGOs, independent news sources, as well as stock exchange filings. Furthermore, the
dataset has been validated by previous studies (e.g., Cheng et al., 2014; Hawn & Ioannou, 2016;
Ioannou & Serafeim, 2012). Moreover, having instrumentalized our CSR using the D-Social-KLD
scores, which by construction are robust to measurement error, I maintain confidence in the data
and results.
Third, and as it has been mentioned, I remain cautious about inferring causality from the
results. Alternative interpretations cannot be ruled out. For instance, I show that the effect of CSR
on VI is larger for more geographically diversified buying firms. This evidence is consistent with
the monitoring mechanism associated with the TCE perspective. However, it is open to alternative
interpretations. For instance, more geographically diversified firms may have greater levels of
integration because it is harder to find local suppliers in certain places, making a centralized
integrated function relatively more attractive. More generally, this illustrates the caveat of not
using experiments to tease out the effects of interest.
Fourth, in this study I have focused on multinational firms and I have given their CSR
strategies a ‘global’, homogenous treatment (Husted & Allen, 2006). In particular, I have not
explicitly tackled the relationship between global and local (i.e., country-specific) CSR strategies
(Rathert, 2016). Future empirical research may generate more fine-grained understanding of how
firms’ response to CSR issues in specific host communities may inform their corporate strategies.
In sum, I submit that the joint analysis of CSR at the firm level and vertical boundaries
provides important pieces and motivation for developing a more comprehensive theory of the firm.
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Chapter 4: Corporate Social Responsibility and New Product Introductions
4.1

Synopsis
CSR might not only affect exchange relationships along the value chain, but also the very

outcomes of that value adding process. Indeed, CSR has been considered a driver of product
innovation. However, it is acknowledged that CSR is a multidimensional concept encompassing
both informal activities concerning the firm’s voluntary engagement in the social and
environmental domain, as well as formal aspects pertaining to compliance-oriented corporate
governance practices. Whereas extant literature has examined the overall effect of CSR on
innovativeness, we still lack an understanding of which CSR elements may affect the rate of new
product introductions (NPI) more than others. The present chapter bridges this gap.
Drawing from the knowledge based view, I theorize about how distinct CSR dimensions
affect the organizational processes through which knowledge is absorbed and ensues NPI.
Different theoretical mechanisms are hypothesized by which informal and formal CSR
engagement may be associated with an increase in the rate NPI. I test the conceptual framework
exploiting a unique panel dataset collected from corporate press releases, Thompson Reuters
ASSET4, Global Compustat, and the OECD World Input-Output databases. I find that the
mechanisms by which informal and formal CSR are associated to increases in the rate of NPI differ
such that while the former directly affects the rate of NPI, the latter does so conditional to R&D
intensity. Additionally, the effect of informal CSR on the rate of NPI is stronger the more the firm
relies on internal employees vis-à-vis external contractors. The implication of these findings is that
while informal CSR would make a firm more innovative, formal CSR would not render NPI in
itself, yet it would keep the firm accountable to secure necessary inputs to innovate.
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4.2

Introduction
Innovation is a key driver of firm competitiveness and therefore has been an important

subject of scholarly inquiry (Anderson et al., 2014). At the heart of a firm’s innovative capabilities,
are NPI. NPI represent the potential commercial value of such capabilities and are considered a
primary mechanism through which firms adapt to changing business environments, and achieve
competitive advantages (Katila & Ahuja, 2002; Nadkarni & Chen, 2014).
Whereas the innovation literature has devoted substantial attention to study the role of
firms’ market orientation and research and development (R&D) investments in the promotion of
NPI (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010), a more recent stream of research has argued that a firm’s CSR
engagement may also affect the rate of NPI (e.g., Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2016; Martinez-Conesa,
Soto-Acosta, & Palacios-Manzano, 2017; McWilliams & Siegel, 2000; Nidumolu et al., 2009).
These studies argue that CSR may help firms in overcoming organizational inertia and, in turn,
foster innovation and NPI (Berrone et al., 2013; Porter & Van Der Linde, 1995).
The extant literature in this realm, however, considers CSR as a unidimensional construct
and thus a fine-grained understanding of how various forms of CSR and associated activities may
affect NPI has not yet been developed. To overcome this shortcoming, this study considers CSR a
multidimensional construct that bundles multiple and even dissimilar activities together (El
Akremi, Gond, Swaen, De Roeck, & Igalens, 2018; Hawn & Ioannou, 2016). Specifically, I define
CSR as encompassing firms’ voluntary engagement in the social and environmental domain, as
well as corporate governance performance (Capelle-Blancard & Petit, 2017). As indicated earlier
in this work, the relevance of corporate governance for CSR has been partially driven by increasing
regulatory demands in the aftermath of corporate scandals and the emergence of socially
responsible investing (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004; Young & Thyil, 2014). Thus, while some CSR
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activities, such as those associated with engagement in social and environmental issues, are
essentially discretionary (Barnett, 2007; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001); others, such as corporate
governance, are compliance-oriented or regulatory in nature (Nakpodia, Adegbite, Amaeshi, &
Owolabi, 2016). I argue that the previous literature treatment of CSR as a unidimensional concept
may have obscured the individual effects of its different elements on the rate of NPI. This study
attempts to bridge such gap.
I conceptualize CSR as encompassing both informal activities pertaining to ‘beyondcompliance’ engagement on social and environmental issues; and formal aspects embodied in the
firm’s compliance-oriented corporate governance practices. Drawing from the knowledge based
view (KBV)18, I theorize about how each CSR dimension affects the organizational processes
through which knowledge is absorbed -that is, how knowledge is acquired, assimilated,
transformed, and exploited (Delmas, Hoffmann, & Kuss, 2011)-, and ensues NPI (e.g., Grant,
1996; Leonard-Barton, 1992). Different theoretical mechanisms are hypothesized by which
informal and formal CSR engagement may affect the rate NPI. In addition, I examine indirect
moderating effects towards further supporting the main hypothesized mechanisms (Wu & Zumbo,
2008).
Specifically, I hypothesize that high informal CSR performance would help firms
attracting the most skilled human resources that can better draw on and expand the firm’s
knowledge base. Furthermore, I propose that the level of VI, defined as the firm’s relative reliance
on employees vis-à-vis external contractors, positively moderates the positive relationship

18

I acknowledge that the KBV can be understood as a special case of resource-based theory (i.e., the RBV), where it
is assumed that knowledge is the most important firm resource (Eisenhardt & Santos, 2002).
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between informal CSR and NPI. By way of explanation, as VI increases, informal CSR would help
firms secure the supply of skilled labor as it improves their attractiveness as employers, as well as
to mitigate risks related to employee turnover and mobility-induced knowledge spillovers
(Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2015). Meanwhile, higher formal CSR performance, as it improves
alignment and monitoring, may be conducive to prioritize managers’ long-term commitment to
NPI (Flammer & Bansal, 2017). In addition, it can help in exerting effort devoted to innovative
projects, since better monitoring and performance evaluation may mitigate agency problems
associated with management engagement in value-destroying activities. Furthermore, the effect of
formal CSR would be positively moderated by R&D intensity. As the latter increases, high formal
CSR performance would enable firms build up relational assets to both safeguard and maximize
the returns of R&D investments that favor firms’ knowledge absorption, and thus be associated
with higher rates of NPI.
I find that the mechanisms through which informal and formal CSR engagement affect the
rate of NPI differ from one another; such that while the former directly affects the rate of NPI, the
latter effect is conditional on R&D intensity. Additionally, the positive effect of informal CSR on
the rate of NPI is deemed stronger for firms that are more vertically integrated. The main
implication of these findings is that while informal CSR would make a firm more innovative,
formal CSR would not render NPI in itself, yet would keep the firm accountable and perceived as
trustworthy to secure necessary inputs to innovate.
I test my theoretical framework exploiting a unique panel dataset collected from corporate
press releases, Thompson Reuters ASSET4, Global Compustat, and the OECD World InputOutput databases. I draw on a sample of 131 manufacturing S&P 500 index member corporations
and 2374 press releases on NPI for the period 2007-2015. My empirical strategy relies on negative
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binomial regression, suitable for the estimation of count dependent variables (i.e., NPI). A
generalized population-averaged model was employed, robust to the correlation structure of the
panel. Furthermore, this specification has been deemed effective in dealing with excess zeros,
endogenous treatment effects and attrition bias issues (Freund, Kniesner, & LoSasso, 1999). After
running robustness checks, data provided either full or partial support to the proposed hypotheses.
The contribution of this study is twofold. First, I enrich the KBV by advancing theoretical
mechanisms by which different types of CSR may support the development and expansion of a
firm’s knowledge base to address changing business environments. This knowledge, in turn, may
be useful to build competitive advantages through NPI. Second, the formal-informal
conceptualization contributes to the CSR literature as it unpacks the multidimensionality of CSR
(in relation to its effect on NPI) by considering how it has evolved to encompass corporate
governance performance, in addition to more traditional considerations of environmental
sustainability and social responsibility (Jain & Jamali, 2016). Furthermore, it offers a more
nuanced understanding of how different types of CSR engagement and related activities may
relatively play out to support organizational performance, and specifically, firm’s innovativeness
(McWilliams et al., 2006).
The chapter is organized as follows. Following this introduction, I first introduce the
conceptual background within which I define CSR as comprising informal and formal activities.
Second, I develop the conceptual framework and propose study hypotheses. Third, I present my
empirical strategy and analyses. In the end, I present the results and discuss the implications of the
findings for theory, practice and future research.
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4.3

Conceptual Background
The understanding of the drivers of NPI is pivotal to managing innovation and, ultimately,

firm value (Lavie, Stettner, & Tushman, 2010). CSR has been considered one such driver
(Nidumolu et al., 2009). Nonetheless, we still have not developed an explicit understanding of how
its individual components may affect the rate of NPI.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that a myriad of CSR-related activities may support higher
NPI rates. For instance, the mega consumer company Johnson & Johnson maintains that key to
sustain the drive for product innovation within their pharmaceutical solutions divisions is to keep
highly-motivated R&D teams. For this reason, they have established employee programs, such as
paid volunteering opportunities, where staff members may use their skills to make a social or
environmental impact for the community, and this way enhance their sense of reward around their
jobs19. Meanwhile, the top management team at L’Oréal, the French cosmetics company, has
recently attributed their recent market success with a new portfolio of ‘environment-friendly’
products to changes in their compensation policies, with brand and country managers having their
bonuses linked to environmental targets20.
CSR has been traditionally associated with the voluntary integration of social and
environmental aspects into corporate activities (e.g., Wood 1991; Vogel, 2006). However, the
intensification of public scrutiny and governmental regulation in the aftermath of a series of
corporate scandals in the late 1990s and early 2000s (e.g., Parmalat, WorldCom, Enron, among
others), have led firms to develop CSR disclosure and reporting capabilities (Lubin & Esty, 2010).

19

https://www.jnj.com/caring-and-giving/johnson-and-johnson-program-lets-employees-take-paid-time-off-work-todo-good-national-volunteer-week, accessed 27 December 2017.
20
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/inside-look-loreals-sustainability-makeover, accessed 25 October 2017.
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Moreover, the growth of socially responsible investment added up to the mounting normative
pressure on firms (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004). The latter wrought a considerable broadening of
corporate governance beyond accountability to shareholders, to keep business activities attuned to
environmental and social needs (Shahzad & Rutherford, 2016).
Whereas foundational CSR and corporate governance literatures evolved in a relatively
independent way due to apparently divergent foci - i.e., CSR literature has been typically deemed
stakeholder-focused (e.g., Clarkson, 1995; Maignan & Ralston, 2002), while corporate governance
concentrated on managers and shareholders (e.g., Fama, 1980; Jensen & Meckling, 1976) -, such
divergence has been challenged as firms have been increasingly required to create shareholder
value through stakeholder engagement, with the integration of social and environmental concerns
into business strategies (Garcia Castro & Aguilera, 2015; Jain & Jamali, 2016; Jamali et al.,
2008). Moreover, the broadening of corporate governance, requiring firms to promote fairness,
transparency, and accountability before both investing and non-investing stakeholders, has led to
the adoption of a holistic approach that integrates company, shareholder, and wider stakeholder
concerns under CSR (e.g., Ayuso, Rodríguez, García-Castro, & Ariño, 2014; Harjoto & Jo, 2011;
Mason & Simmons, 2014; Taneja, Taneja, & Gupta, 2011; Walls, Berrone, & Phan, 2012). As a
result, corporate governance is currently deemed an integral element of CSR (e.g., Gill, 2008; Kolk
& Pinkse, 2009; Young & Thyil, 2014). Accordingly, I consider CSR as encompassing both
informal activities pertaining ‘beyond-compliance’ engagement on social, as well as
environmental issues; and formal activities, comprising the firm’s compliance-oriented corporate
governance practices.
Informal CSR pertains to discretionary corporate initiatives to further social welfare and
environmental protection, beyond the interest of the firm and that which is required by law
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(Barnett, 2007; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001). Informal CSR thus covers the activities that coalesce
in the social and environmental pillars of CSR. These typically include philanthropy and
community contributions, employee relations, commitment to health and safety in business
operations, environmental management, as well as the firm’s ethical stance towards consumers
(Brammer, Millington, & Rayton, 2007).
Meanwhile, formal CSR encompasses CEO incentive alignment, board monitoring
mechanisms (including representation of non-financial stakeholders), and the alignment and
monitoring of the top management team; as well as shareholders’ rights and compliance with the
takeover market (Misangyi & Acharya, 2014). It materializes into procedures to enforce legal
compliance with external monitors (e.g., regulators and investors), as well as official documents
such as CSR reports, and codes of conduct (Lubin & Esty, 2010; Nakpodia et al., 2016). As a
whole, corporate governance activities aim to offer guides for decision making and reinforce
discipline across the organization, to ultimately provide solid templates to run the business (Jamali
et al., 2008).
While acknowledging that a global institutional infrastructure of CSR has emerged notably, with public and civil society sectors playing a key role in the uptake of CSR reporting
(Sandra Waddock, 2008) -, added to the fact that CSR is increasingly grounded in organizational
protocols, and, in a number of cases, dedicated corporate functions (Baumann-Pauly et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2016), I argue that the informal-formal CSR framework still offers a useful
classification of the different nature or emphasis of CSR activities. Arguably, informal CSR
emphasizes the emergent pattern of social interactions within the firm and with its stakeholders;
whereas formal CSR emphasizes regulatory compliance, as well as the set of rules and structures
for coordinating and controlling activities. This way, the proposed CSR conceptualization mirrors
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the classical distinction between the informal and formal organization (McEvily, Soda, &
Tortoriello, 2014).
An additional concern that may arise regarding the informal-formal CSR classification,
here introduced pertains to the characterization of formal activities. Should the latter be only
circumscribed to compliance to laws and regulations, we would not likely observe any variability
among firms along this dimension. Nevertheless, what formal CSR performance intends to capture
is a firm’s distinctive capacity – i.e., through the use of idiosyncratic management practices-, to
control its rights and responsibilities through the creation of incentives, as well as checks and
balances in order to generate long-term shared value for shareholders and stakeholders (Thompson
Reuters, ASSET421). This way, whereas the definition of the rights and responsibilities that need
to be governed may largely stem from regulation (notably, from the adoption of the SarbanesOxley Act of 2001, in the case of public firms), it is reasonable to assume that the implementation
of governance structures to direct those objectives would vary from firm to firm (Walls et al.,
2012).
The forthcoming section connects formal and informal CSR with NPI, towards developing
a finer-grained understanding on how each CSR element may serve as a catalyst for product
innovation. The theoretical framework is summarized on Figure 4-1.

21

See
https://financial.thomsonreuters.com/content/dam/openweb/documents/pdf/financial/esg-scoresmethodology.pdf for more information. Accessed 28 June 2018.
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Figure 4-1 Conceptual Framework

4.4
4.4.1

Theory and Hypotheses
Informal CSR and NPI
A basic tenet of the KBV is that tacit knowledge embedded in the competence of

individuals, along with work organizing practices that are firm-specific and relatively immobile,
can form the basis of competitive advantage (Grant, 1996; Kogut & Zander, 1992). Thus, what
makes firms more competitive is not only the specific knowledge and skill that employees bring
with them, but also the tacit knowledge derived from continued interaction among organizational
members (Araujo et al., 2003). Moreover, the pattern of relationships inside the firm provides a
platform to decide upon how to mobilize existing knowledge, as well as the framework to foster
new knowledge creation and innovation (Penrose, 1959; Kor, Mahoney, & Michael, 2007).
An important caveat, however, is that while firms may have access to people’s valuable
knowledge, poor work design or mismanagement of employees may not adequately deploy their
knowledge as to achieve innovations (Salvato & Vassolo, 2017). Furthermore, employees exhibit
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discretion in their decision to contribute to the collective success of the firm (Wright, Dunford, &
Snell, 2001). Thus, barriers to knowledge transfer pertain to motivational dispositions of
employees (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000). Therefore, a critical management task is to engage
individuals across the organization to be able to mobilize the productive knowledge that may yield
NPI (Zander & Kogut, 1995). Consistent with this view, I argue that higher informal CSR
performance may not only help firms to attract knowledgeable workforce, but also foster
employees’ engagement and participation in innovative projects that would be associated with a
higher rate of NPI (Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2016).
First, informal CSR may serve as an effective tool to attract top-quality human resources
to support firms’ innovativeness (Brammer & Millington, 2008). Previous research suggested that
high informal CSR performance enhances organization’s attractiveness to prospective employees
by signaling good working conditions inside the firm (Turban & Greening, 1997). Furthermore,
as informal CSR engagement improves firm's reputation, by extension, it enhances the
organizational identification of prospective employees who desire to work for socially responsible
firms (Carmeli, Gilat, & Waldman, 2007). This way, informal CSR would help firms attracting a
larger pool of candidates which, in turn, would enable them to recruit among the most skilled
human resources that can better draw on and expand the firm’s knowledge base (Padgett & Galan,
2010).
Second, informal CSR has been regarded an important relationship-based incentive for
existing (i.e., vis-à-vis prospective) employees (Flammer & Luo, 2017). To the extent that it may
also enhance organizational identification inside the firm, informal CSR would improve
employees’ engagement (El Akremi et al., 2018). Specifically, higher informal CSR performance
would foster employees’ commitment to organizational values and practices (Surroca, Tribó, &
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Waddock, 2010). Additionally, by offering employees shared governance through advancement
programs, informal CSR would enhance their perceptions of work content and meaningfulness
that, in turn, would lead to higher job satisfaction and engagement (Carnahan, Kryscynski, &
Olson, 2017).
In addition, informal CSR as a relationship-based incentive has been deemed to have
important implications for the knowledge absorption process (i.e., including knowledge
acquisition, assimilation, transformation, and exploitation) that would encourage higher rates of
NPI (Delmas et al., 2011). Informal CSR, as it improves employees’ relations and
intraorganizational communication, would serve as an enabler of ‘horizontal’ learning across
diverse business units (Brammer et al., 2007; Marcus & Geffen, 1998). Moreover, firms that
intensively pursue informal CSR would be better positioned to absorb external knowledge from
stakeholders, by which firms may learn to better respond to ongoing environmental issues, as well
as to anticipate future regulations and social trends (Pinkse, Kuss, & Hoffmann, 2010). With these
inputs, firms may come up with new products that would more likely satisfy consumers’
expectations and succeed in the market (McWilliams & Siegel, 2000; Shiu & Yang, 2017).
Upon the whole, informal CSR would prompt processes of organizational learning within
the firm, such that they involve experimentation and the development of different commercial
exploitation ideas that draw on both existing and new knowledge (Fiol, 1994). Such learning
processes have been deemed to develop into firm-level capabilities that may drive innovations
(e.g., Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Sharma & Vredenburg, 1998). Overall, informal CSR would help
in creating an environment in which engaged employees would be more prone to participate in
innovative projects, share extant know-how, and experiment with new knowledge towards
generating NPI (Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2016). I thus put forth:
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Hypothesis 1: An increase in informal CSR performance would be associated with an
increase in the rate of NPI.
The above discussion suggests that informal CSR is instrumental to an increased
organizational identification (Carmeli et al., 2007). Again, core to the KBV is the idea that internal
resources, and chiefly employees’ embedded knowledge, are strategically important for firm’s
innovativeness and success (Wright et al., 2001). From this vantage point, knowledge inside the
firm would have higher economic value, compared to that of the market, as firms enable the
development of a shared identity among employees that supports coordination and knowledge
sharing and, in turn, innovativeness (Kogut & Zander, 1996). Recent research supports this
conclusion as it is argued that interpersonal relationships and constructive dialogue within the firm
- i.e., such that employees can productively exchange proposals for change-, would reduce
distances between knowledge exchange partners and congeal into firm-level innovative
capabilities (Salvato & Vassolo, 2017). In other words, the KBV submits to the idea that ‘who
constitutes an organizational member’ matters for knowledge mobilization purposes (Almeida,
1996; Grant, 1996).
Therefore, a firm that ‘owns’ their productive teams -that is, firms that are more vertically
integrated as they rely more on internal employees vis-à-vis external contractors (Williamson,
1971)-, would experience reinforcing (positive) consequences from the attribution of employees
as organizational members. Namely, expected cooperation among attributed organizational
members would induce knowledge sharing and organizational learning that would be associated
with higher NPI rates (Kogut & Zander, 1996; Korschun, 2015). Conversely, a firm that more
heavily relies on external contractors (i.e., vis-à-vis employees) is not likely to fully realize the
value of new workers to the organization in the short run. The economic value of contractors tends
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to increase in the longer run, as they become familiar with the communication system among
organizational members, as well as the peculiarities of their own specific task (Kor and Mahoney,
2000). In addition, heavier reliance on contractors may lead to negative externalities pertaining to
mobility-induced knowledge spillovers (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000). As workers walk out the
firm, they typically take with them valuable skills and firm specific knowledge, eroding the firm
knowledge base. Furthermore, they can take this knowledge to join rival firms or start new
ventures, resulting in a loss of proprietary know-how to the competition (Flammer & Kacperczyk,
2015).
It follows that when informal CSR and a higher reliance on employees vis-à-vis external
contractors (i.e., a higher level of VI) work collectively, their joint effect would have a stronger
positive effect on the rate of NPI. First, because as VI increases, informal CSR would help firms
secure a supply of skilled-labor as it improves their attractiveness as employers (Padgett & Galan,
2010). Second, as informal CSR enhances employees’ engagement, firms may mitigate risks
related to employee turnover and mobility-induced knowledge spillovers (Carnahan, Kryscynski,
& Olson, 2017; Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2015). The former discussion leads to the following
conditional hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: The positive relationship between informal CSR performance and the rate
of NPI is positively moderated by the level of VI.
4.4.2

Formal CSR and NPI
The alignment and monitoring of organizational members is one of the main areas of focus

of formal CSR activities (Misangyi & Acharya, 2014). The extant KBV literature has emphasized
managers’ need for achievement and recognition to generate adaptive responses to the
environment such as NPI (e.g., Kor & Mahoney, 2000; Leonard-Barton, 1992). Hence, it is of
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great importance to provide adequate incentives to the management team to pursue knowledgeenhancing projects, and chiefly to those managers who play more critical roles in knowledge
integration activities (Taylor & Helfat, 2009).
Incentives are particularly important to supporting long-term value creation through NPI
in publicly traded companies. In such contexts, managers face quarterly earnings pressures that
may be more conducive to make business decisions to improve short-term returns, rather than
future competitiveness (Zhang & Gimeno, 2016). The pursuit of NPI generally increases the firm’s
operational risk by binding R&D resources in the long run (Husted, 2005). In addition, R&D
budgets are difficult to meet without significant departures when firms experiment with newer and
more uncertain technologies (Flammer & Bansal, 2017). On their part, managers might decide not
to exert enough effort on NPI; either because they dislike the risk innovation involves (since they
may risk losing their jobs if things go the wrong way), or simply because they prefer not to,
particularly if lacking incentives to demonstrate increased performance (Aghion, Van Reenen, &
Zingales, 2013). Consistent with this view, I argue that higher formal CSR performance, as it
improves alignment and monitoring, may be conducive to incentivize managers’ long-term
commitment to NPI, as well as to exert effort devoted to innovative projects (Sapra, Subramanian,
& Subramanian, 2014).
First, in absence of compensation policies that clearly tie rewards to long-term value
creation, managers’ interests would not be aligned with the pursuit of long-term value-creation
projects, as it is the case of NPI (Atanassov, 2013). Hence, the use of long-term incentives may
help foster management commitment to NPI (Lerner & Wulf, 2007). Formal CSR engagement
partly entails the adoption of compensation policies that direct managers’ attention to objectives
that may be less salient in the short term (e.g., social or environmental performance), but
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financially material in the long run, thereby enhancing governance quality (Flammer, Hong, &
Minor, 2016). Flammer and Bansal (2017) support this claim in that they find that formal CSR
activities pertaining to executive compensation would induce firms’ adoption of a long-term
orientation. Thus, higher formal CSR performance would help aligning managers incentives to
prioritize long-term R&D projects which, in turn, would support a higher rate of NPI.
Second, higher formal CSR performance is partly related to higher institutional ownership,
which has been deemed to promote greater innovativeness (Aghion et al., 2013). The rationale
behind this claim is that institutional investors gravitate to stocks of firms with good corporate
governance practices to economize on monitoring costs (Chung & Zhang, 2011). Furthermore,
institutional owners are primarily concerned with consistent returns over time, and thus tend to
exert influence to promote NPI-related efforts through increased R&D expenditure to support
long-term economic performance (Johnson & Greening, 1999).
Third, higher formal CSR performance would allow for better monitoring and performance
evaluation of managers such that they avoid shirking or engaging in other value-destroying
activities (Atanassov, 2013). More stringent monitoring and better performance evaluation may
mitigate agency problems associated with asymmetric information and discipline managers,
fostering their increased commitment to innovation (Hitt, Hoskisson, & Ireland, 1990). The latter
would manifest in managers championing R&D efforts and NPI ideas, as well as higher levels of
effort devoted to implement innovative projects (Hitt, Hoskisson, Johnson, & Moesel, 1996).
Based on the above arguments, I put forth:
Hypothesis 3: An increase in formal CSR performance would be associated with an
increase in the rate of NPI
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Investments in R&D represent firms’ knowledge acquisition and favor knowledge
absorption that may yield NPI (Delmas et al., 2011). From a KBV perspective, knowledge
absorption is the main firm’s function, and thus it is core to its mission (Araujo et al., 2003).
Thereby, top management’s primary concern is to identify, acquire, build, deploy, and protect such
investments (Marcus & Geffen, 1998). Doing so is a complex process affected by both uncertainty
and potential agency conflicts (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993). Against this backdrop, formal CSR
may help in securing R&D investments to grow the firm’s knowledge base at lower costs (Ho et
al., 2011). Previous literature suggests that for R&D-intensive firms, formal CSR engagement
would enable firms build up important relational assets to both safeguard and maximize the returns
of these investments (Tang, Hull, & Rothenberg, 2012; Wang & Choi, 2013).
First, high formal CSR performance may signal a firm’s sound risk control, as well as its
commitment to be transparent and fair with all its stakeholders (Schneider & Scherer, 2015;
Shahzad & Rutherford, 2016). To the extent that firms can contract with stakeholders based on
trust and cooperation, firms will benefit from reduced agency and transaction costs (Jones, 1995).
In addition, the availability of credible data about the firm strategy to resource owners through
CSR reports further reduces informational asymmetries, which would result in lower capital
constraints for R&D funding (Cheng et al., 2014).
Second, higher formal CSR performance would not only lower the cost of R&D funding,
but also provide the guidance and specific technical knowledge on how to better allocate resources
into R&D projects (Zahra & Filatotchev, 2004). Formal CSR engagement involves the
establishment of a monitoring function over firm’s executives that, along with control functions,
constitutes an important source of tacit knowledge (Athanassiou & Nigh, 1999). The board of
directors would offer valuable experience and advice on different technologies that would both
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lead into more successful NPI, and assure investors an appropriate return on their investment (Ho
et al., 2011). Based on the above discussion, I expect the positive link between formal CSR and
the rate of NPI to be stronger the more heavily the firm invests on R&D. I thus put forth the
following conditional hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: R&D intensity positively moderates the relationship between formal CSR
and the rate of NPI
4.5
4.5.1

Methods
Data, Sample and Approach
To test my theoretical framework, I relied on a sample of corporations listed in the S&P

500 index. Focus on S&P 500 firms offers availability of credible data for new products and
financial information disclosures, given that listed members are subject to high levels of scrutiny
from the public, as well as from the investment community (Cheng et al., 2014).
NPI was measured as a count reported in newspapers, magazines, scientific and industry
journals. Product count is considered a robust measure of rate of NPI over a wide range of research
settings (e.g., Damanpour, 1991). To identify NPI, I use the Dow Jones Factiva database that
includes news information from multiple sources, including industry-specific, technological, and
scientific publications. The database offers over 35,000 sources, from 200 countries, in 26
languages. NPI reported from these sources have met industry’s definition of technological
innovation and reflect actual product introductions (Lavie & Rosenkopf, 2006). Furthermore, Dow
Jones Factiva allows for searches of results at the corporate level, allowing to capture NPI activity
from all subsidiary companies, as well as from mergers and acquisitions which may have taken
place during the period of reference.
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Because of the difficulties in measuring NPI for services firms, I restricted the sample to
manufacturing firms (Nerkar & Roberts, 2004). This criterion yielded 151 firms from 27 GICS
industries.
In terms of the time span, I collected data on our independent variables from 2006 to 2014
and on the rate of NPI data from 2007 to 2015. I ensured that independent variables are based on
a temporal frame just prior NPI data and, by means of such time separation, the study design would
allow for a stronger causal claim. This further restricts the sample to include firms that were at
least 1 year old by 2006. The final sample consists of an unbalanced panel of 134 firms,
headquartered in 6 different countries, across 12 major industry groups, along 7 years, totaling 882
observations. Sample distribution across countries and industry groups is summarized on Tables
4-1 and 4-2, respectively.

Head Quarters Country
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
Singapore
Switzerland
United States
GRAND TOTAL

Number of Firms
8
1
1
1
1
122
134

Table 4-1-NPI and CSR: Sample Distribution Across Countries
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Industry Group
1010
1510
2010
2020
2510
2520
3020
3030
3510
3520
4520
4530

Description
Energy
Materials
Capital Goods
Commercial & Professional Services22
Automobiles & Components
Consumer Durables & Apparel
Food, Beverage & Tobacco
Household & Personal Products
Health Care Equipment & Services
Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life
Sciences
Technology Hardware & Equipment
Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment
GRAND TOTAL

Number of Firms
2
14
26
4
8
9
13
2
9
23
12
12
134

Table 4-2 – NPI and CSR: Sample Distribution Across Industry Groups

NPI data extraction rendered 2374 press releases in English language. Two independent
coders checked headlines to ensure the content is about NPI rather than other company
information. Examples of items that have been captured by our search yet do not meet the
definition of NPI include: new facility openings, releases on earnings/financial results,
promotional events, rebranding, senior management moves, among others. In addition, raters
coded for the number of products introduced for each release and ensured that headlines reporting
on the same product launch were excluded (ƙ= 0.864323).

22

This group gathers the following firms: Cintas, Republic Services, Sterycycle, and Waste Management. While their
primary activity pertains to provide services to other firms, they engage in manufacturing activities. To cite but one
example, Cintas designs, manufactures and implements corporate identity uniform programs, and provides entrance
mats, restroom cleaning and supplies, tile and carpet cleaning, promotional products, first aid, safety, fire protection
products and services and document management services for more than 1 million businesses (Source: Factiva).
23
Cohen's kappa coefficient measures inter-rater agreement for qualitative (categorical) items (i.e., NPI).
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As the dependent variable, following Nadkarni and Chen (2014), I used a three-year
average of NPI data (“NPI3”), consistent with that idea-to-market cycles would typically span
through three years (Griffin, 1993).
4.5.2

Independent Variables
I draw from Thompson Reuters ASSET4 database to construct CSR variables. Several

prominent recent studies have adopted ASSET4 dataset to measure firms’ CSR performance (e.g.,
Cheng et al., 2014; Eccles et al., 2014; Hawn & Ioannou, 2016; Ioannou & Serafeim, 2012;
Rathert, 2016). Thomson Reuters ASSET4 provides an objective, relevant, auditable, and
systematic information tool for investors who want to integrate CSR with economic criteria into
their investment analyses and decisions. Since 2002, ASSET4 has offered a comprehensive dataset
for the assessment of corporate performance within three CSR pillars: (1) environmental
performance; (2) social performance; and (3) corporate governance performance. Every firm
receives a score on each of these pillars every year. Figure 4-2 depicts the categories included in
these three pillars 24.
Consistent with the theoretical framework, I measured formal CSR engagement using firms
corporate governance score for each year. Informal CSR, on its part, was conceptualized as
encompasing both social and environmental performance. After mean-centering predictors to
avoid any non-essential multicollinearity, I first inspected the resulting pairwise correlations
between the social and environmental CSR dimensions. I observed that social and environmental
scores are highly co-lineal, showing the highest pairwise correlation (0.7870, p< 0.01). In addition,
the environmental pillar includes product innovation as one of its constituent categories (as per

24

Source: Thompson Reuters, ESG Data Fact-sheet.
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Figure 4-2). Given that the latter most surely constitutes a source of endogeneity, added to the fact
that essential multicollinearity may render highly unstable partial regression coefficients for those
independent variables that are highly correlated (Cohen & Cohen, 1983), I measured informal CSR
only using firms social score for each year.

ASSET4 ESG Scores

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
* Resource Reduction
* Emission Reduction
* Product Innovation

SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE
* Community
* Diversity
* Health and Safety
* Employment, Training
and Development
* Human Rights
* Product Responsibility

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
* Board Structure
* Compensation Policy
* Board Functions
* Shareholder Rights
* Vision and Strategy

Figure 4-2 Thompson Reuters ASSET 4 ESG Scores

4.5.3

Moderating Variables
According to the theoretical framework, VI and R&D intensity moderate the main effects

of informal and formal CSR respectively. To measure these variables, I relied on secondary data
from Global Compustat. I describe each measure in detail below.
4.5.3.1

Vertical Integration
I measure VI using the value-added to sales ratio (VA/S). VA/S has been a common

employed measure in the literature (Lajili, Madunic, & Mahoney, 2007). The ratio aims to reflect
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that, as firms increase the proportion of value-added (i.e., sales minus purchases) generated inhouse, they increase their relative reliance on internal employees vis-à-vis external contractors.
As mentioned earlier on Chapter 2, VA/S may be distorted by changes in profitability or
by accounting standards concerning tax and depreciation (Hutzschenreuter & Groene, 2009). The
measurement methodology proposed by Tucker and Wilder (1977) was employed, leading to the
adjusted ratio:
VA/S = VA – (net income + income taxes) / Sales – (net income + income taxes)
4.5.3.2

R&D intensity
I measured R&D intensity as R&D expense normalized by firm sales (i.e., ratio R&D

expense to sales). This way, the effect of R&D expense on NPI is controlled by the effect of firm’s
revenue, which is considered to affect the return of R&D efforts (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). R&D
expenses that were missing in Compustat were considered to be zero, given that accounting rules
mandate that these should be reported separately (Lev, Petrovits, & Radhakrishnan, 2010).
4.5.4

Control Variables
I included a number of firm level control variables, which were extracted from Global

Compustat. I controlled by available financial slack (measured as debt to equity ratio), firm size
(measured as the logarithm of the number of employees), prior diversification (measured as the
logarithm of total business segments), and firm’s age (measured in logarithmic scale).
Financially healthy organizations, with higher levels of available financial slack, are better
able to fare with losses when innovations are not successful, and are therefore able to take on
greater risks by investing in NPI-related efforts (Damanpour, 1992). I measure the availability of
slack resource using the debt to equity ratio. Since the latter captures the level of financial leverage
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the firm incurrs, I expect that an increase of the debt to equity ratio would lead to a decrease on
the rate of NPI (Hull & Rothenberg, 2008).
In addition, firm size was included as a control given that larger firms have more
capabilities, a greater number of professionals, and technical know-how, which would
supporthigher rates of NPI (Camisón-Zornoza & Lapiedra-Alcamí, 2004). Moreover, scale
economies in R&D benefit larger firms (Ahuja et al., 2008).

I also controlled for prior

diversification on the basis that firms with a broader product/market base have greater incentives
to invest in basic research that, in turn, would lead to higher rates of NPI (Nelson, 1959).
Lastly, firm age would be associated with increases in the rate of NPI (Sørensen & Stuart,
2000). Yet again, aging may yield difficulties in keeping pace with social demands and possibly
build up into ‘cultural inertia’ (i.e., a firm’s complacency on ‘how firms are done’), which may
compromise its capacity to innovate (Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996).
Given that the dependent variable measures the average count of NPI in the last three years,
I also controlled for industry growth in t-3 as a measure of market structure and the state of
competition that would influence the likelihood of firms investing in preemptive NPI (Ahuja et al.,
2008). This is as well consistent with previous market-cycle research (Bowman & Gatignon, 1995;
Griffin, 1993). I measured industry growth as the growth rate of the global industry value added,
which was extracted from the OECD World Input-Output tables25.
Finally, country level institutions, such as the supply of science and the appropriability
regime, may also influence firm-level innovation (Conti, Gambardella, & Novelli, 2013). I include
country fixed effects to account for the latter sources of variance. In addition, economic booms

25

Available online: http://www.wiod.org/home, accessed 19 February 2017.
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can foster higher NPI rates as firms improve their slack resources, whereas busts may do otherwise
(Cheng & Kesner, 1997). Data encompass the global financial crisis years (2008-9) (National
Bureau of Economic Research, see www.nber.com). For this reason, models control for year fixed
effects to capture upturns and downturns in the broader business environment.
4.5.5

Analysis
I used negative binomial regression analysis for panel data, which is suitable for the

estimation of dependent variables based on counts (i.e., NPI). The likelihood ratio test strongly
rejected the null hypothesis that errors do not exhibit over dispersion (p<0.01). Thus, a Poisson
model is rejected in favor of a generalized version, that is, negative binomial regression
(Wooldridge, 2010). Hausman (1978) specification test rendered no fixed effects. In addition,
predictors were lagged to provide temporal separation and exogenous variation26.
I modelled a generalized population-averaged model. These models are robust and allow
for the correlation structure in the data, presenting repeated measurements on the same subjects
(i.e., firms) over time (Crouchley & Davies, 1999). Furthermore, Freund and colleagues (1999)
found that this specification is an effective strategy to deal with excess zeros, endogenous
treatment effects and attrition bias issues (Freund et al., 1999).
I tested the effect of informal and formal CSR on the rate of NPI in three models. Model 1
includes the control variables only; Model 2, adds the main effects of informal and formal CSR

26

It is worth noting that the independent variables are yearly variables, whereas the dependent variable (NPI3)
considers three years of NPI. However, the measurement of NPI3 is ahead of the independent variable year. For
instance, our first observation in the data for the dependent variable for each firm is in 2008 where NPI3 is computed
as the average of NPI of 2006, 2007, and 2008. Accordingly, the independent variables for that NPI3 observation are
measured in 2007.
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(to test hypotheses 1 and 3); Model 3, introduces the interaction terms (to test hypotheses 2 and 4). Moderation was tested using a
multiplicative approach (Aiken et al., 1991).
To provide an accurate interpretation of the modelled coefficients, I compare the average marginal effects (AME), following
recommended best practice on the use of non-linear models (Hoetker, 2007; Wiersema & Bowen, 2009). Furthermore, I provide
interaction plots to offer a richer understanding of these effects on the rate of NPI.
4.5.6

Results

Table 4-3 provides the descriptive statistics and pairwise correlations among study variables.

NPI3
Study Variables
Formal CSR**
Informal CSR**
Moderators
R&D intensity**
Vertical integration**
Controls
Slack resource
Size (log)
Diversification (log)
Age (log)
Industry growth

Mean
1.805

SD
7.237

NPI3 Formal CSR Informal CSR R&D int. Vertical int. Slack resource Size (log) Diversification (log) Age (log) Industry growth
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.129
0.261

0.0750*
0.1402*

1.000
0.6139*

1.000

0.000
0.000

1.412
0.214

0.013
0.049

-0.1098*
0.1101*

-0.0568*
0.1870*

1.000
-0.1813*

1.000

1.824
3.082
2.223
4.078
0.080

11.540 0.004
1.261 0.1508*
0.735 -0.028
0.813
0.013
0.521 -0.025

0.014
0.3288*
0.1678*
0.1776*
0.002

0.0032
0.4553*
0.1873*
0.3862*
-0.0650*

-0.0127
-0.1177*
-0.0723*
-0.0732*
-0.002

0.0339
0.3001*
0.2453*
0.1119*
0.0209

1.000
0.0374
0.0062
0.0059
0.0016

1.000
0.4759*
0.4264*
-0.0231

1.000
0.3607*
0.0044

1.000
-0.0161

1.000

* n = 882, Correlations significant at p<0.05
** = Mean-centered variables

Table 4-3 NPI and CSR: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
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Table 4-4 summarizes negative binomial regression results. The dependent variable is a
count variable, and my specification models the logarithm of the expected count as a function of
the predictor variables. Table 4-4 presents exponentiated coefficients, and thus the effect is
presented on a multiplicative scale. Coefficients can be interpreted as follows: for a one-unit
change in the predictor variable, the difference in the logarithms of expected counts of NPI (i.e.,
the growth rate of the response variable) is expected to change by the respective regression
coefficient, given the other predictor variables in the model are held constant (Cameron & Trivedi,
2010). By taking logarithms of the model coefficients, I obtain the incident rate ratios (IRR) for
each of the variables, which provide the rate at which the events of interest (i.e., NPI) occur (Buis,
2010).
That said, in count dependent variable models, the sign or direct relationship between the
independent and the dependent variable is not given by the model coefficient, but chiefly by the
marginal effect (Wiersema & Bowen, 2009). The marginal effect conveys the effect of a unit
change in an independent variable on the dependent variable, and does not equal the variable’s
model coefficient. Moreover, it varies with the values of all model variables. Accordingly, I
calculate average marginal effects (i.e., the average of the computation of the marginal effect for
all observations, henceforth AME) to assess the sign of the effect of each variable on the rate of
NPI.
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Dependent Variable
Log(NPI3)

Controls
R&D intensity (centered, t-1)
Vertical integration (centered, t-1)
Slack resource (t-1)
Size (log, t-1)
Diversification (log, t-1)
Age (log, t-1)
Industry growth (t-3)
Study Variables
Formal CSR (centered, t-1)
Informal CSR (centered, t-1)
Moderation
Formal_CSRxR&D_intensity (t-1)
Informal_CSRxVertical_integration (t-1)
Constant
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
Wald chi-square

B

Model 1
SE

AME

2.9737***
0.7274
-0.0053***
0.6058***
-0.1229
-0.2225
-0.3856***

0.8070
0.5237
0.0026
0.1093
0.2202
0.3617
0.1857

7.2533***
1.7743
-0.0129*
1.4777***
-0.2999
-0.5428
-0.9406*

Included
Included
Included
882
754.31***

B

Model 2
SE

AME

1.6016
0.5718
-0.0055*
0.5157***
-0.0616
-0.5055*
-0.3611**

1.2164
0.5456
0.0033
0.1312
0.2590
0.2960
0.1615

-1.5924*
2.9260***

0.9275
0.7930

Included
Included
Included
859
685.08***

B

Model 3
SE

AME

3.6821
1.3145
-0.0127
1.1857***
-0.1416
-1.1622*
-0.8301*

3.2930**
1.2874**
-0.0048
0.5181***
-0.1179
-0.4798*
-0.3415**

1.6099
0.5546
0.0034
0.1329
0.2665
0.2873
0.1518

7.7904**
3.0456*
-0.0113
1.2257***
-0.2788
-1.1350*
-0.8079*

-3.6609
6.7270**

-1.2781
2.9468***

0.9439
0.7607

-3.0237
6.9713**

13.7614**
4.3191**

6.0098
1.8354
Included
Included
Included
859
687.34***

32.5555**
10.2177*

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Table 4-4 NPI and CSR: Negative Binomial Regression Results
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Hypothesis 1 proposed that informal CSR will relate positively to the rate of NPI. As per
Table 4-4 (Model 3), the coefficient of informal CSR is positive and significant (B= 2.9468;
p<0.01). The coefficient shows that, for each unit increase27 on informal CSR performance, firms
are expected to have a rate of NPI 1.0807 times larger (i.e., the IRR obtained as log (2.9468)). The
AME is also positive and significant (AME = 6.9713, p ,0.05). Hence, hypothesis 1 is supported.
I also find support for hypothesis 2, which proposed that the interaction between informal
CSR and VI would positively affect the rate of NPI. As per Table 4-4, the interaction coefficient
is positive and significant (B= 4.3191; p<0.05). The coefficient can be interpreted as that the
interaction between informal CSR and VI (i.e., the joint effect) yields, on average, an expected
rate of NPI 1.4630 times larger (i.e., the IRR obtained as log (4.3191)). Figure 4-3 depicts the
moderation effect as the marginal effect of the interaction between VI and informal CSR at
different percentiles (p) of each variable’s distribution. The interaction plot shows that while both
lines trend upward, as the level of VI increases, the effect on the predicted rate of NPI shifts
outward, implying a stronger positive effect. The AME of the interaction is also positive and
significant, thus lending support to hypothesis 2.

27

ASSET4 CSR pillars’ scores are calculated by equally weighting and z-scoring all underlying data points and
comparing them against all companies in the ASSET4 universe. The result is therefore a relative measure of
performance, z-scored and normalized to position the score between 0 and 100 percent. Thus, a unit increase entails a
one percent increase in the z-score, which entails an increase above the mean performance of the CSR pillar being
measured.
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Predicted rate of NPI
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Figure 4-3 Interaction Plot - Informal CSR, VI and the Rate of NPI

Hypothesis 3 posited that the effect of formal CSR on the rate of NPI would be positive.
As shown in Table 4-4, the coefficient is not significant (B= -1.2781; p>0.10); likewise, the AME.
Hence, hypothesis 3 is not supported.
Finally, hypothesis 4 predicted that the interaction between formal CSR and R&D intensity
would positively affect the rate of NPI. The interaction coefficient (B= 13.7614; p<0.05); likewise,
the AME. The model coefficient can be interpreted as an IRR, such that the joint effect of formal
CSR and R&D yields an expected rate of NPI 1.1386 times larger. The interaction plot on Figure
4-4 shows that as the level of R&D intensity increases, the line shifts outward trending upwards,
implying a stronger positive effect of formal CSR on the rate of NPI. Therefore, hypothesis 4 is
supported.
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Figure 4-4 Interaction Plot - Formal CSR, R&D Intensity and the Rate of NPI

From the above analysis it can be concluded that whereas informal CSR has a direct
positive effect on the rate of NPI (i.e., 1.08 times higher per unit increase), formal CSR shows no
significant direct effect. Yet the effect of formal CSR on NPI is conditional to R&D intensity,
rendering, on average, a 1.14 times higher rate of NPI, holding other variables constant. However,
the latter moderation effect is lower than that of the interaction between informal CSR and VI
(1.14 vis-à-vis 1.46). In sum, data provided support for hypotheses 1, 2, and 4; while not so for
hypothesis 3.
4.5.7

Robustness Checks
Results robustness was tested in several ways. Specifically, I tested the sensitivity of the

former regression models by employing alternative measures of CSR, NPI, and industry-level
effects.
First, previous studies have suggested that discretionary CSR activities (i.e., informal CSR)
and R&D intensity could be highly correlated and potentially jointly determined, rendering
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unstable partial regression coefficients (e.g., McWilliams & Siegel, 2000; Padgett & Galan, 2010).
To address these concerns, I used a latent variable measurement of informal CSR. Specifically, I
employed the D-SOCIAL-KLD scores by Carroll, Primo, and Richter (2016). These scholars have
used item response theory (IRT) to improve one of the most widespread measure of discretionary
CSR, the KLD Index. Each firm-year score is estimated as a latent variable, and in this way,
accounts for measurement errors that may bias results (Carroll et al., 2016). After running the
corresponding negative binomial regressions, I obtained comparable results. The latter are reported
on Table 4-5.
I also employed different measures of the dependent variable, NPI. I ran regressions using
one, two, and four-year averages of NPI, instead of a three-year average as per my original
formulation. Results were consistent with the main models.
Finally, I tested sensitivity trying different measures to control for industry level effects.
First, I run regressions using industry fixed effects, grouping firms by GIC industry group codes.
Once again, results were consistent with those of the main models. Additionally, following
Flammer and Kacperczyk (2016) I examined whether the effect of CSR on NPI differs depending
on whether the industry is consumer-focused or business-to-consumer (B2C), or business-tobusiness/government (B2B/G) focused. I ran the analysis using the partition proposed by Lev et
al. (2010, p. 188), including “B2C” as a dummy variable in the model. The latter did not render a
significant regression coefficient.
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Dependent Variable
Log(NPI3)

Controls
R&D intensity (centered, t-1)
Vertical integration (centered, t-1)
Slack resource (t-1)
Size (log, t-1)
Diversification (log, t-1)
Age (log, t-1)
Industry growth (t-3)
Study Variables
Formal CSR (centered, t-1)
KLD (centered, t-1)
Moderation
Formal_CSRxR&D_intensity (t-1)
KLDxVertical_integration (t-1)
Constant
Country Fixed Effects
Year Fixed Effects
No. of Obs
Wald chi-square

B

Model 4
SE

AME

B

Model 5
SE

AME

0.8398
1.0061
0.0013
0.3559*
-0.4919
-0.3525
-1.0781*

1.4481
0.7540
0.0016
0.1854
0.4424
0.2999
0.6651

0.7346
0.8801
0.0011
0.3113*
-0.4303
-0.3083
-0.9430

3.5102
1.7030***
0.0012
0.3428*
-0.5321
-0.2794
-0.9681

2.7780
0.6168
0.0017
0.1945
0.5037
0.3035
0.6621

3.2430
1.5734**
0.0011
0.3167*
-0.4916
-0.2582
-0.8944

-0.5083
0.1891*

1.2532
0.1096

-0.4446
0.1654

0.5167
0.1699

1.2106
0.1145

0.4774
0.1569

20.1387*
0.6240**

10.82248
0.2626
Included
Included
Included
590
332.44***

18.6058*
0.5765*

Included
Included
Included
590
325.36***

*p<0.10,**p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Table 4-5 NPI and CSR: Robustness Checks - Negative Binomial Regression Results
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4.6

Discussion and Conclusion
The KBV implies that in keeping up with ever-changing business environments, product

innovation is a more feasible path for some firms rather than others (Helfat & Winter, 2011). This
suggests that some firms appear to possess certain capabilities that give them a comparative
advantage in developing new products (Lockett & Thompson, 2001). CSR has been considered
one such capability (Nidumolu et al., 2009). Nevertheless, its treatment in extant literature as a
unidimensional construct has provided a limited understanding of the relative effect of different
CSR dimensions on the rate of NPI.
This study presented a finer-grained conceptualization of CSR as encompassing both
formal and informal aspects. The theoretical framework proposed that both formal and informal
CSR would positively affect the rate of NPI.
On the one hand, I found that informal CSR positively affects the rate of NPI to the extent
it facilitates tacit knowledge transfer and integration within the organization (Flammer &
Kacperczyk, 2016). Organizational members vis-à-vis external contractors are better suited for
NPI-related tasks that draw on the wealth of proprietary know-how, since social relationships
within firms do better than external markets in knowledge transfer and communication (Kogut &
Zander, 1992; 1996). Informal CSR would enhance the quality of employee relations which, in
turn, would help firms develop and apply specialized knowledge through increased employee
cooperation and commitment (Flammer & Luo, 2017). Accordingly, the positive link between
informal CSR and the rate of NPI was deemed stronger the more the firm relied on employees
relatively to external contractors.
The fact that this result holds with more force as firms are more vertically integrated
provides support to the claim that informal CSR engagement enables a social context that would
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foster behavioral attitudes conducive to innovativeness among organizational members.
Notwithstanding so, there should be some boundary conditions for such moderating effect.
Arguably, some employee groups are more instrumental to innovation-based advantages than
others. Given dual pressures for efficiency and flexibility, firms would most likely depend on
external contractors for generic work; while relying upon employees for strategic tasks that draw
on the wealth of their proprietary know-how (Wright et al., 2001).
On the other hand, I found that a direct effect of formal CSR on the rate of NPI was not
significant. Formal CSR activities constitute a source of explicit knowledge in the form of rules
and procedures that help in aligning the organization and keeping it accountable to external
stakeholders (Barney, Wright, & Ketchen, 2001). However, as these become institutionalized as
widely adopted “best practices”, they may not by themselves be a source of competitive advantage
and directly affect the rate of NPI (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). According to the KBV, more than
the availability of explicit knowledge, it is the organizational ability to effectively absorb tacit
knowledge what will have the greatest impact on firm innovativeness (Alavi & Leidner, 2001;
Zander & Kogut, 1995). Moreover, this result suggests that financial incentives or compensation
oversight may be less important than an enabling working environment, where employees are
given the opportunity to envision improvement opportunities and act creatively upon them
(Salvato & Vassolo, 2017).
Notwithstanding so, failure to deliver high levels of formal CSR performance can lead
firms to a situation where they cannot fully realize the benefits of the knowledge and resources
they can acquire and control, should the governance system forsake to incentivize and monitor
innovation-driven behaviors (Atanassov, 2013; Barney et al., 2001). The fact that results support
an indirect effect of formal CSR through the moderation of R&D intensity, gives credence to this
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conjecture. In specific, findings indicate that formal CSR would constitute an important signal of
a firm’s trustworthiness and, as such, an effective tool to get valuable advice on how to secure
financial resources to grow R&D budgets, and well as on how to better direct organizational
energies to exploit market opportunities.
I believe these findings contribute to the KBV literature. Specifically, the conceptual
framework proposed theoretical mechanisms by which different types of CSR engagement congeal
into capabilities that firms can employ to alter their knowledge base, and, in turn, build sustainable
competitive advantages through NPI.
In addition, the informal-formal CSR conceptualization contributes to the CSR literature
on a descriptive and an instrumental level. On a descriptive level, I consider how CSR has evolved
into a multidimensional construct encompassing dimensions concerning both discretionary (i.e.,
environmental sustainability and social responsibility, herein labeled informal CSR), and
compliance-oriented activities (i.e., corporate governance, herein labeled formal CSR).
Meanwhile, on an instrumental level, findings contribute to the strategic CSR literature by offering
a more nuanced understanding of how different types of CSR engagement may relatively play out
to support and enhance firm’s innovativeness (McWilliams et al., 2006). Study results ultimately
highlight that the assessment of the effects of CSR on organizational outcomes that considers CSR
as a composite construct may suffer from aggregation issues (Capelle-Blancard & Petit, 2017).
Against this shortcoming, this work accounted for the effect of each pertinent CSR dimension on
the rate of NPI. Furthermore, results indicated that both the mechanisms and magnitudes of the
contribution of each component differ from one another.
These findings also have relevant implications for management practice. As societal views
on the role of business in society evolve and CSR becomes a more prevalent mechanism among
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firms to manage stakeholders’ expectations (Wang et al., 2016), managers need to be mindful
about its strategic role for the firm. While formal CSR remains largely out of the control of
management as it largely stems from all-encompassing, homogenous regulatory requirements -and
thus may not provide a direct source of competitive advantage-, results suggest that for R&D
intensive firms, high formal CSR performance provides a platform for the acquisition of R&D
funding, as well as access to advice networks (i.e., through the board of directors) that enhance
firms resource allocation which, collectively, may support higher rates of NPI. Meanwhile,
informal CSR remains under management’s discretion. This study offers evidence that informal
CSR engagement may serve as an important employee governance tool, such that firms may better
attract and retain knowledgeable talent that would engage in innovative projects and contribute to
overall organizational success.
Finally, I acknowledge a number of limitations of my work. First, as discussed on Chapter
3, concerns pertaining to the possibility of firms gaming social and corporate governance scores,
can be mitigated by noting that Thompson Reuters ASSET4 relies on multiple sources to
triangulate their data. Moreover, this dataset has been validated by previous studies (Malik, 2015).
Additionally, robustness analyses using alternative measures of CSR were conducted to enhance
confidence in the results.
Second, regarding model specification, all predictors were included with one lag in order
to partially address reverse causality concerns (Nadkarni & Chen, 2014). In addition, the type of
negative binomial estimation employed has been considered an effective strategy to deal with
excess zeros, endogenous treatment effects and attrition bias issues (Freund et al, 1999).
Furthermore, robustness analyses were conducted incorporating informal CSR measured as a
latent variable. Nonetheless, while the above mentioned cautionary measures were intended to
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control for potential endogeneity bias, I remain cautious about inferring causality from results.
(Quasi)Natural experiments offer great potential to address the caveats of the present study.
However, there are important trade-offs involved in using experimental or ‘CSR shocks’ data.
Often times, data would more easily capture specific CSR initiatives or dimensions (e.g., Flammer
& Bansal, 2017; Flammer & Kacperczyk, 2016); while not apprehending CSR in its
multidimensionality.
Third, NPI decisions are core to the horizontal boundaries of the firm (Grant, 2006).
However, results should be interpreted with caution in what regards to the horizontal scope of the
firm. In the analyses, I have only focused on NPI, while not considering product exits. Thus, results
cannot determine the net effect on firms’ horizontal scope.
Lastly, product counts have not been qualified over a spectrum of radical vis-à-vis more
incremental innovations. Relatedly, the NPI data does not yet allow to determine how these are
related to the current portfolio of firm products. An important area of future inquiry involves the
construction of measures of portfolio (dis)similarity. This way, subsequent empirical work could
generate finer-grained data to better understand how CSR affects not only the breadth but also the
depth of firms’ innovative capabilities. Hopefully these limitations can be taken up by the scholarly
community as promising avenues for future research.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The paradigm defining competitiveness is shifting. Added to the challenges posed by rapid
technological change, hypercompetition, and globalization, corporations are at the helm of
numerous environmental, social, and corporate governance issues, and are therefore increasingly
looked upon to provide stewardship in addressing them through CSR initiatives (Dauvergne &
Lister, 2013). However, the link between firms’ CSR engagement and competitively-oriented
strategic decisions has remained only partially addressed. The overall motivation for this thesis
was to develop an explicit understanding how CSR affects fundamental strategic decisions,
specifically those concerning VI and NPI.
This thesis makes three theoretical contributions. First, through systematically reviewing
the extant VI literature, it clarifies the ambiguity around this important construct. Furthermore, the
review substantiates the novelty of integrating CSR with the analysis of vertical boundaries.
Second, this thesis has made significant contributions to the TCE and KBV literatures by
advancing theoretical mechanisms by which CSR would affect the level of VI and the rate of NPI.
Third, while extant literature on strategic CSR has been prevalent on anecdotal evidence,
conflicting theoretical arguments, and the availability of cross-sectional firm-level data (Malik,
2015), this thesis offers a systematic empirical examination of the implications of CSR on
corporate scope that draws from panel data, accounting for dynamic effects.
The findings of this thesis also shed light into important areas of management practice.
Managers are faced with an assorted menu of ‘tools’ to organize firm boundaries that would have
implications for firm competitiveness and survival. Chapter 2 showed that VI would constitute one
such tool in the strategic toolbox. The systematic literature review suggested that, whereas firms
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may profit from flexibility and efficiency gains of outsourcing practices, de-integrating core
activities might erode the very sources of their competitive advantages.
In addition, as societal expectations of CSR grow, managers feel compelled to rethink
organizations as mere devices for structuring economically efficient transactions, and govern value
chain activities considering their engagement with CSR. Chapter 3 examined the link between
CSR and VI. Findings elucidate that high CSR performing firms would tend to be more vertically
integrated such that they may minimize business risks, as well as comply with increasing
stakeholders’ expectations concerning social responsibility. In addition, results point out to the
emergence of CSR as form of corporate self-regulation, which may potentially expand firms’
vertical boundaries.
Lastly, chapter 4 examined how different CSR dimensions and related activities would
affect the rate of NPI. Findings suggest that formal CSR activities pertaining to corporate
governance - which typically stem from regulatory requirements -, would not directly affect NPI.
However, as firms increase their levels of R&D intensity, formal CSR would be positively
associated with higher rates of NPI, through lower R&D funding constrains and better resource
allocation. On its part, informal CSR, has been found to be positively associated with higher rates
of NPI. In this regard, results indicate that informal CSR engagement would serve as an employee
governance tool, such that firms may better attract and retain talent that would engage in NPI
activities that would aid in promoting overall firm competitiveness.
5.1

General limitations of the present work
The notion of “responsibility” alludes to the (non-observable) values’ structure of the firm

and its participant actors (Furness & Nelson, 2016). The concept of CSR encompasses broad
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symbolic, cultural, and firm-level identity traits (Suddaby et al., 2010). Hence, CSR content or
meaning is expected to vary from firm to firm.
That said, the present study has drawn on a narrower and more technical working definition
of CSR that focuses on observable activities (Frederick, 1994; Wood, 1991). Moreover, my
working definition of CSR employed does not capture the myriad of different behaviors depending
on competing definitions, but only what is captured by ESG scores (Dahlsrud, 2008; Gibson,
Hassan, & Tansey, 2013).
Second, the thesis largely relies on secondary data from large multinational corporations.
Sample selection intended to maximize the number of observations, in terms of companies, years,
and industry sectors. Furthermore, focus on S&P 500 firms offered availability of credible selfreported data (e.g., financial indicators or new products announcements), as listed firms are subject
to high levels of scrutiny from the public, as well as from the investment community (Cheng et al.,
2014). Care must be taken, however, in extending the implications of the thesis’ findings beyond
the sample. In particular, results may not apply to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Extant literature suggests that SMEs CSR engagement may be characteristically different from
that of large firms (Soundararajan, Jamali, Spence, 2018).
Third, whereas reliance on longitudinal, cross-industry, as well as cross-country secondary
data has allowed for a more systematic test of the links among CSR, VI, and NPI, future casebased research shall help in contextualizing these findings, providing more textured and rich
insights on how CSR may be affecting ways of doing business in specific economic sectors, facing
different institutional environments.
Fourth, and once again, causal inferences from empirical results in the absence of
randomized experiments must be subject to caution.
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Overall, I believe the present research advances the scholarship it sought to address and
future studies might build upon it by further nuancing the proposed relationships, and finding ways
to overcome its limitations.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Index of Publications
Full Publication
Name
Academy of
Management
Journal

Disciplinary
Affiliation

Exemplary Quote from Website

AMJ

General
Management

The Academy of Management Journal is the flagship empirical journal in management,
and has been indispensable reading for management scholars for more than five decades.

Academy of
Management
Review

AMR

General
Management

The Academy of Management Review is ranked among the top five most influential and
frequently cited management and business journals. AMR is a theory development journal
that publishes the highest quality conceptual work being done in the field.

Academy of
Management
Executive

AoME

General
Management

Effective February 2006 the Academy of Management Executive has changed its name to
the Academy of Management Perspectives (AMP). AMP publishes articles and symposia
that address important issues concerning management and business.

ASQ

General
Management

Administrative Science Quarterly is a top-ranked, quarterly, peer-reviewed journal that
publishes the best theoretical and empirical papers on organizational studies from
dissertations and the evolving, new work of more established scholars, as well as
interdisciplinary work in organizational theory, and informative book reviews.

HR

Organizational
Behavior,
Organizational
Theory

Human Relations seeks high quality research papers that extend our knowledge of social
relationships at work and organizational forms, practices and processes that affect the
nature, structure, and conditions of work and work organizations.

Strategic
Management

Industrial and Corporate Change is committed to presenting and interpreting corporate
organization and change, innovation, industrial structures and dynamics, drawing from a
variety of disciplines, including economics, management, history, political science, and
sociology.

Administrative
Science Quarterly

Human Relations

Industrial and
Corporate Change

Abbreviation

ICC
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Full Publication
Name
International
Journal of
Management
Reviews
Journal of the
Academy of
Marketing
Science
Journal of
Banking &
Finance

Abbreviation

IJMR

Disciplinary
Affiliation

Exemplary Quote from Website

General
Management

The International Journal of Management Reviews is the leading global review journal in
Organisation and Management Studies.

JAMS

Marketing

JB&F

Finance

Journal of
Business
Research

JBR

General
Management

Journal of
International
Business Studies

JIBS

International
Business

JM

Marketing

JMR

Marketing

JMS

General
Management

Journal of
Marketing
Journal of
Marketing
Research
Journal of
Management
Studies

The Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science is devoted to the study and
improvement of marketing and serves as a vital link between scholarly research and
practice by publishing research-based articles in the substantive domain of marketing
The Journal of Banking and Finance publishes theoretical and empirical research papers
spanning all the major research fields in finance and banking.
The Journal of Business Research applies theory developed from business research to
actual business situations. Recognizing the intricate relationships between the many areas
of business activity, JBR examines a wide variety of business decisions, processes and
activities within the actual business setting.
The top-ranked journal in the field of international business, Journal of International
Business Studies is multidisciplinary in scope and interdisciplinary in content and
methodology, publishing content from across the six sub-domains of international
business studies.
Established in 1936, Journal of Marketing has been the recognized leader in its field for
more than seven decades. JM is positioned as the premier, broad-based, scholarly journal
of the marketing discipline that focuses on substantive issues in marketing and marketing
management.
Journal of Marketing Research concentrates on the subject of marketing research, from
its philosophy, concepts, and theories to its methods, techniques, and applications.
The Journal of Management Studies is a globally respected, multidisciplinary journal with
a long-established history of excellence in management research.
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Full Publication
Name
Journal of
Business
Journal of
Finance
Journal of
Financial
Economics

Abbreviation

Disciplinary
Affiliation

JoB

General
Management

JoF

Finance

JoFE

Finance

Journal of
Retailing

JoR

Marketing,
Strategic
Management

Journal of World
Business

JWB

International
Business

Management
Science
Marketing
Science

Exemplary Quote from Website
The Journal of Business ceased publication with the November 2006 issue. Founded in
1928, The Journal of Business was the first scholarly journal to focus on business-related
research and played a pioneering role in fostering serious academic research about
business.
The Journal of Finance publishes leading research across all the major fields of financial
research. It is the most widely cited academic journal on finance.
The Journal of Financial Economics is a peer-reviewed academic journal covering the
field of finance It is considered to be one of the premier finance journal.
The Journal of Retailing is devoted to advancing the state of knowledge and its
application with respect to all aspects of retailing, its management, evolution, and current
theory. The field of retailing includes both products and services, the supply chains and
distribution channels that serve retailers, the relationships between retailers and members
of the supply channel, and all forms of direct marketing and emerging electric markets to
households.
The Journal of World Business is a premier journal in the field of international business.
JWB publishes cutting-edge research that reflects important developments in the global
business environment and advances new theoretical directions and ways of thinking about
global phenomena.

ManSci

General
Management

Management Science is a scholarly journal that publishes scientific research on the
practice of management focusing on the problems, interest, and concerns of managers.
Within its scope are all aspects of management related to strategy, entrepreneurship,
innovation, information technology, and organizations as well as all functional areas of
business, such as accounting, finance, marketing, and operations.

MktingSci

Marketing

We are THE premier journal focusing on empirical and theoretical quantitative research
in marketing.
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Full Publication
Name
Organization
Science

Abbreviation

Disciplinary
Affiliation

OrgSci

General
Management

Review of
Finance

RoF

Finance

Strategic
Management
Journal

SMJ

Strategic
Management

Exemplary Quote from Website
Organization Science is widely recognized as one of the top journals in the fields of
strategy, management, and organization theory. The journal publishes ground-breaking
research about organizations, including their processes, structures, technologies,
identities, capabilities, forms, and performance
The Review of Finance, the official journal of the European Finance Association, aims at
a wide circulation and visibility in the finance profession. The journal publishes highquality papers in all areas of financial economics, both established and newly developing
fields.
The journal publishes original material concerned with all aspects of strategic
management. It is devoted to the improvement and further development of the theory and
practice of strategic management and it is designed to appeal to both practising managers
and academics.
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Appendix B - Index of Theories
Theory
Agency

Competitive Dynamics

Complex Systems

Contingency

Game Theory

Definition
Argues that in the modern corporation,
in which share ownership is held,
managerial actions depart from those
required to maximise shareholder
returns.
Derived from the Austrian School of
Economics, competitive dynamics
considers competition to be interactive
or ‘dynamic’ such that its building
blocks comprise action/reaction dyads.
Firms are considered as complex
systems, that is, made up of several
tasks that interact in a non-simple way.
Tasks may non-decomposable, or
(nearly) decomposable with moderate
levels of knowledge interaction.
Focuses on the adaptation of
organizations to circumstances of
scale, task uncertainty and strategic
scope by appropriate selection of
structural arrangements

Key References
(Berle and Means
1932; Jensen and
Meckling
1976;
Fama 1980)

Frequency
5

VI in-sample Applications
(Gartenberg & Pierce 2017; Mahoney 1992;
Allen & Phillips 2000; Wathne & Heide 2000;
Argyres 1999)

(Jacobson,
1992;
Schumpeter, 1934)

1

(Capron & Chatain, 2008)

(Simon 1962)

3

(Nickerson & Zenger 2004; Mesquita & Brush
2008; Wu 2015)

(Burns & Stalker,
1961; Donaldson,
2001; Lawrence &
Lorsch,
1967;
Mintzberg, 1979)

12

(Balakrishnan & Wernerfelt, 1986; Boumgarden
et al, 2012; Bradach, 1997; Ekeledo &
Sivakumar, 1998; Furst et al., 2017; Gittell &
Weiss, 2004; Gulati et al., 2005; Gulati & Singh,
1998; Harrigan, 1985; Joseph & Ocasio, 2012;
Mayer & Nickerson, 2005; Zhou & Wan, 2017)

Focuses on the study of mathematical (Von Neumann &
models of conflict and cooperation Morgenstern, 1944)
between rational decision-makers

1

(Ingene & Parry, 1995)
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Theory
Human Capital

Industrial Organization
(IO)
Industry Life Cycle
(ILC)

Information Economics
(IE)

Organizational
Behavior

Definition
This perspective examines the stock of
knowledge,
habits,
social
and
personality attributes, embodied in the
ability to perform labor that can
generate economic value.
IO posits that industry structure
determines conduct -that is similar to
strategy-, which in turn determines
performance
Industries are considered to evolve
along 3 main stages (development,
growth, and maturity) where firms shift
from an innovation-based to a cost
leadership-based competition regime.
IE is a branch of microeconomics that
studies how information affect
economic decisions. A core area of
study
considers
information
asymmetries and their implications for
contract theory.
Focuses on individual and group
dynamics within an organization. In
other words, how employees act alone
or in teams.

Key References

Frequency
2

VI in-sample Applications

(Becker
1964)

1962;

(Porter,
Scherer
1980)

1981;
& Ross,

6

(Ahern & Harford, 2014; Dass et al., 2015; Fan
& Lang, 2000; Goddard, Molyneux, Wilson, &
Tavakoli, 2007; Iyer & Villas-Boas, 2003; Kale
& Shahrur, 2007)

(Klepper
1997;
Klepper
and
Graddy 1990)

4

(Helfat & Campo-Rembado, 2016; Jacobides,
2005; Jacobides & Winter, 2012; Vakili, 2016)

(Alchian
&
Demsetz,
1972;
Hölmstrom, 1979)

4

(Heide 2003; Kalnins 2017; Stroebel 2016;
Strieborny & Kukenova 2016)

(O’Reilly, 1991)

1

(de Vries et al., 2016)

(Kedia & Mukherjee, 2009; Lepak & Snell,
1999)
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Theory
Networks

Organizational Identity

Organizational
Institutionalism (NIT)

Organizational
Learning

Definition
A network is a set of actors connected
by ties. Actors (“nodes”) can be
persons,
teams,
organizations,
concepts, etc. Different ties are
assumed to function differently
rendering differences in social capital,
cognition,
among
other
group
processes.
Identity is defined as those features of
an organization that in the eyes of its
members make the organization
distinctive
from
other
similar
organizations, and are viewed as
having continuity over time.
NIT posits that organizations are
influenced by widespread social
understandings that define what it
means to be rational. By appearing to
be rational, organizations avoid social
censure and minimize demands for
accountability, improving their chances
of survival.
Refers to continuous processes that
enhance an organization’s ability to
make sense of and respond to change,
as well as generate commercial outputs,
given the limits imposed by the
tractability of the problem in question,
the cognitive limitations of individuals,
and the time available.

Key References
(Bourdieu, 1977;
Podolny & Page,
1998; Powell, 1990)

Frequency
8

VI in-sample Applications
(Achrol, 1997; Achrol & Kotler, 1999; Baldwin,
2008; Larson, 1992; Maurer & Ebers, 2006;
Morris et al., 2016; Starkey et al., 2000; Wuyts
et al., 2004)

(Albert & Whetten,
1985;
Gioia,
Schultz, & Corley,
2000)

1

(Santos & Eisenhardt, 2005)

(DiMaggio
&
Powell,
1983;
Meyer & Rowan,
1977;
Zucker,
1983)

1

(Lahiri, 2016)

(Simon
1991;
March 1991; Fiol
and Lyles 1985)

2

(Ahmadjian & Lincoln, 2001; Rothaermel &
Deeds, 2004)
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Theory
Political Economy

Population Ecology

Property Rights

Real Options

Definition
This perspective studies production and
trade and their links with custom,
government and law. Corporate
political activities are defined as
actions that aim to shape policy in ways
favorable to the firm.
Population ecology focuses on
organizational birth and death, as well
as organizational growth and change.
This perspective considers the
competitive processes alike natural
selection. Emphasizes relative inability
of managers to effect quick
organizational adaptation.
A key tenet of this perspective is that a
comparative analysis of markets,
hierarchies,
and
government
intervention is required to attenuate
negative
and
support
positive
externalities.
Real options emerged as a financial
approach for evaluating investments in
uncertain environments. In strategy,
this perspective has been employed to
study corporate growth and flexibility
options in the context of joint ventures,
and market entry, among others.

Key References
(A. J. Hillman &
Hitt, 1999; North,
1990;
Shaffer,
1995)

Frequency
2

VI in-sample Applications
(Yiu et al. 2007; Mesquita & Lazzarini 2008)

(Hannan
&
Freeman, 1977)

1

(Lampel et al., 2000)

(Alchian,
1977;
Cheung,
1983;
Coase,
1960;
Demsetz, 1967)

2

(Arora & Merges, 2004; Poppo & Zenger, 1998)

(Bruce Kogut &
Kulatilaka, 2001;
McGrath, 1997)

4

(Claussen et al., 2015; Folta, 1998; Leiblein &
Miller, 2003; Villalonga & McGahan, 2005)
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Theory
Resource Based View
(RBV)

Resource Dependence
Theory (RDT)

Definition
RBV emphasizes firms’ ability to
create and sustain competitive
advantage by acquiring and defending
advantageous resources positions

Key References

(Penrose
1959;
Peteraf
1993;
Teece, Pisano, and
Shuen 1997; Nelson
and Winter 1982;
Kogut and Zander
1992)
Focuses on how organizations seek to (Pfeffer & Salancik,
affect the supply of critical resources 1978)

Frequency
12

VI in-sample Applications
(Mahoney 1995; Grant 1996; Mitchell & Singh
1996; Lorenzoni & Lipparini 1999; Helfat &
Raubitschek 2000; Christensen et al., 2002;
Araujo et al., 2003; Hatch & Dyer 2004; Hobday
et al., 2005; Macher 2006; Argyres 1996;
Espino Rodríguez & Padrón Robaina 2006)

1

(Kim & Davis, 2016)

(Mentzer et al., 2000; Heide & John 1992;
Mohr & Spekman 1994; Gulati 1995; Zaheer &
Venkatraman 1995; Chiles & McMackin 1996;
Joshi & Stump 1999; Wathne et al., 2001;
Hoetker 2005; Gulati & Nickerson 2008;
Argyres & Mostafa 2016)
(Argyres & Liebeskind, 1999; Bensaou &
Anderson, 1999; Brouthers & Brouthers, 2003;
Buvik & John, 2000; David & Han, 2004; Dyer,
1996a, 1996b, 1997; Jap & Ganesan, 2000;
Leiblein et al., 2002; Rindfleisch & Heide, 1997;
Robertson & Gatignon, 1998; Sutcliffe &
Zaheer, 1998; Williamson, 1991b; Zenger &
Hesterly, 1997)

by managing their dependencies on
other organizations (e.g., by careful
placement of directors)
Social Exchange
Theories (SET)

This perspective explains social change (Blau, 1964;
and stability as a process of negotiated Granovetter, 1985;
Homans, 1961)
exchanges between parties.

11

Transaction Cost
Economics (TCE)28

TCE builds off the notion that the (Williamson
governance of exchange agreements is 1975;1985; 1991)
costly and that governance forms vary
in their ability to facilitate exchange
depending on the attributes of the
transaction in question.

15

28

The remainder of the articles (11 out of 110) in sample have been categorized as using a combination of TCE and RBV as the theoretical lenses employed in the
article on equal footing. The list includes: Afuah, 2001; Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Aulakh & Kotabe, 1997; Barthelemy, 2003; Brusoni et al., 2001; Chi, 1994;
Combs & Ketchen, 1999; Jacobides & Billinger, 2006; Kapoor & Lee, 2013; Madhok, 2002; Sako et al., 2016.
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Appendix C - Economic Effect of CSR on VI

Variable
VI (VAtoS)
CSR (ESG)

Mean
0.7086
0.6452

Std. Dev.
0.2554
0.2219

25th percentile
0.5880
0.4356

75th percentile
0.8765
0.8536

Model 5
Dependent Variable Predicted at 25th percentile Predicted at 75th percentile
VI (VAtoS)
0.6517
0.7398
CSR (ESG)
0.6248
0.6844

% Change
8.81%
5.96%

% of Dependent Variable Std. Dev.
34.52%
26.85%

Model 6
Dependent Variable Predicted at 25th percentile Predicted at 75th percentile
VI (VAtoS)
0.6534
0.7382
CSR (ESG)
0.6242
0.6854

% Change
8.47%
6.12%

% of Dependent Variable Std. Dev.
33.17%
27.57%
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